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A Merry
Christmas
May Christmas bring all the Happiness and Pleasure
the Spirit of the Day signifies.
This page is a Testimonial of the Sincere Appreciation
on the part of the Firms and Individuals listed below of the
many favors accorded them during the season just ending.
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E. C. MORAN & CO., INC.

CUTLER-COOK CO.

W.H. GLOVER & CO.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME CORP.

PARK AND EMPIRE THEATRES

A. C. McLOON & CO.

VESPER A. LEACH

EASTERN FURINTURE CO.
THURSTON OIL CO.

PERRY’S FOODLAND

SNOW-HUDSON CO., INC.

McDOUGALL-LADD CO. '

LEON J. WHITE

ROBERTS &VEAZIE, INC.

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

CHISHOLM BROS.

CORNER DRUG STORE
JOHN BIRD CO.

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.
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A STATE ARMORY

The Courier-Gazette
Kockland. Me.. Dec. 24, 1927.
Personally appeared Flank 8. Lyddle, who
o oath declares that he ls Pressman In the
[office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Dec. 22, 1927, there was
printed a total of 6311 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

BOLD ROBBERY YESTERDAY

Mayor Carver Takes Pains
To See If It Would Be Sneak Thief, Operating Under Limerock Street Electric
Light, Gets Miss Ada Orff’s Hand-bag.
Available To Public.

Tidings of Great Joy:—The nngel
said unto them. Fear not; for be
hold I bring you good tidings of great
joy, which shall be to all people.
For unto you is born this day in the
city of David a Saviour, which ls
Christ the Lord.—Luke 2:10,11.
CHRISTMAS

Now that the discussion of the
proposed -State Armory has begun to
take active form there is a natural
interest to know the extent to which
the general public would be benefited.
Mayor Carver promptly took the
matter up with Adjutant General
Hanson asking, among other things,
If the building would be available
for municipal and public purposes,
and asking for plans of State armor
ies which have been built elsewhere.
Gen. Hanson's reply follows;

This issue of our paper reaches the
larger part of its readers at a mo
ment when their hearts are given
over to the immediate consideration
of the world's greatest anniversary.
The world could ill afford to do with
out Christmas Day. It is not a season
alone set apart to childhood, though
little children are and of right ought
to be the recipients of its chiefest
bounty; but the man and woman of
every degree is privileged to share in
its imperishable spirit.
It is a great debt that mankind
owes to Charles Dickens, whose
abounding love of Christmas found
expression in those writings that
serve to give to the festival an at
mosphere which increasingly covers
the world with a joy that has come
to be inseparably associated with
the day. His Christmas Carol is tlie
honored classic of the occasion, and
the spirit of the season is beautiful
ly condensed and expressed in Tiny
Tim's prayer, "God bless us everyLet us close this paragraph, in
which we extend to our readers Ihe

full and joyous greetings of the sea
son, with the words of that writer
who did so much to impart to the
festival the spirit in which we today
give it celebration;
“'I have always thought of Christ
mas time when it comes round, apart
from the veneration due to its sacred
name and origin—if anything be
longing to it can be apart from
that—as a good time; a kind, forgiv
ing, charitable, pleasant time."

MF MF
Most of us have our particular
fancy in respect of a hotel. Our has
always been the Parker House. There
was a flavor to it that had associa
tions with old times in Boston when
life ran in quieter grooves. Noted
authors and poets, divines, states
men, generals, actors had given to it
an atmosphere that charmed. When
lately they pulled down the old house,
one feared that these intangible
assets would disappear, but when
the present new and beautiful house
last spring threw open its doors,
marvelous to record that amid the
luxury of the modern hotel the at
mosphere of the old house reap
peared, refined upon and satisfactory.
This recollection is aroused by a
copy of the book, “Boston and the
Parker House," in which James W.
Spring, LLB. Harvard, presents a
readable, brief but comprehensive
history of Old Boston, its people and
the linking up of this fmaous hostelry
with the life and progress of the
town.
A fascinating book, hand
somely printed and illustrated and
destined to find its natural place In
the leading libraries of the country,
both from the standpoint of the in
teresting story it has to tell and for
its value as a reference. Although
initially privately printed, It is quite
destined to demand further printing
to take care of the many requests
which are certain to appear as soon
as the book gets into circulation

The corner of Claremont and Lime tion of City Marshal Webster,
rock streets, directly under an elec thoroughly combed the vicinity, but
failed to find even the hand-bag
tric light, was the scene at 5 o'clock
which the robber would undoubtedly
yesterday afternoon of a hold robbery, throw away. The bag contained
the victim of which was Miss Ada about $3 in money and Miss Orff's
Orff, housekeeper for Miss Caroline glasses, which she valued far more.
LittlefieJd, whose residence Is a few
From all parts of New England
rods away.
lately have come reports of purse
Miss Orff was returning from a snatching, but so far as known this
shopping expedition, carrying an um is the first case in Rockland this
brella in one hand and a small black season.
j
hand-bag in the other.
The people of this particular neigh
A man whom she judges to be un borhood have made frequent com
der 20 years of age, made as if to plaints the past year or two about
pass her, but as he did so suddenly night prowlers and have protested
grabbed fc- the hand-bag. Miss Orff against "darker than a pocket" con
swerved just enough so that he missed ditions which exist on Claremont
Il and caught the umbrella instead. street, a few feet from where 'last
While Miss Orff was struggling to night’s affair took place.
break his hold he let go cf the um
The City Government finally passed
brella, seized the hand-bag, and run- an order some months ago for a light
nthg down Limerock street, turned I there, but it has never been placed,
into High.
j Further delay is culcupable negliA posse of police, under the djrec- gence.

• * * •
'‘In reply to yours of Dec. 14, in
which you request information eon-!)
cerning the construction of an ar
mory in connection with the State,
ou are referred to the provisions
of the law as contained in Chapter
239, Public Laws of 1919, which has
not been amended so far as I know.This takes up the whole matter of
construction of armories and advises
step by step the means necessary in
order to secure State aid.
"In reply to your second question
concerning the use of the armory
outside of military functions, the,
OBSERVING THE HOLIDAY
matter is not one -that is defined by
law and there is no precedent as to
far there has been no armory con
structed under the provisions of this Cement Plant Construction Will Suspend Till Tuesday and
law. Aowever, it has always been'
the Lime Plant Till Monday.
held by the Armory Commission
whenever the matter has come up
for discussion that it was without
doubt the Intent of the Legislature
The construction end of the Port- ’ premises, and extending to the main
hen the law was passed that such land Cement Company suspends op- line.
The corporation officials are
buildings should be used by the mil
pleased with Ihe service
they
erations tonight in honor of the holi- well
,
.
itary and municipality jointly, -of
have
nave tuns
thus far received
received-’ from
tront the
course having reference at all times day, and will remain closed down Malnf central Railroad, and feel
to the fact that in the first instance until next Tuesday. This is expe- - that everything that could possibly
the convenience of the military cially appreciated by the officials and be done has received attention,
shoqld be consulted and no inter others whose homes are in distant ;
» , • .
ruption of their orderly training per- places, and who desire to be with
The Lawrence Portland Cement
mitted.
their families for the holidays. The i Company long ago earned the good
"I am inclosing, under separate lime plant, Which is the present pro- [ will of Knox County people, and un
cover, a set of plans which would,' duction end of the cement company other incident which seems to cebe suitable for a one company ar will shut down at 11 o’clock tonight, ment it was seen in the action of the
mory but subject to modifications lo and remain silent until 7 oclock corporation when it presented to
suit your particular needs If there | Monday morning,
each member of the Rockland police
is any assistance we can give at any
• • • •
force a box of nice cigars and a cartime, please feel free to advise."
The Lawrence Portland Cement 1 ton of equally nice apples. General
The plans submitted by Adjutant Company has about 550 men on its Manager Davis delivered the cigars
General Hanson, are alternative, ac payroll, according to General Man in person. "It was simply an act of
cording to whether It is to be - one- ager E. J. Davis, who is nt the head good fellowship,” he told a Co utter company armory or a two-company of the production find construction Gazette reporter yesterday.
"We
armory, and the price varies from activities Within the next month have found your police force courte
350,000 to $100,000. It provides for the construction force will be cut ous. efficient, nnd accommodating;
drill shed 60x120 feet, which would bout 50 percent, and if the weather in fact we Iiave been used very nicely
also be a public auditorium, a gallery conditions are at all reasonable the by everybody in this community.” T<
and the necessary suite cf offices. new plant will be fairly under cover those who attended Vice President
The State would pay one-half Of the in 30 more days. Not more than 30 Porter's birthday banquet at Hotel
percent of the machinery has been Rockland were presented metal cig
cost.
erected thus far, and it will be seen arette cases
te te
« • • •
from this statement that there is still
A FEW REFLECTIONS
an abundance of work ahead for the
The Christmas atmosphere around
Have you noticed hot. much longer
steel artisans.
the plant concentrates in the hand
the afternoons are?
• • ♦ •
some display facing the Atlantic
The prize winner in the dog shotv
Limerock which is to be used in Highway in front of the main plant.
recently held in Boston was named
the manufacture of cement will be A huge sign. 70 feet long, backed up
Temporary Husband.” Now why
pouring out of the quarry into the by a 28 foot Christmas tree takes
doesn't somebody name the purp
storage bins around the first of Feb the eye, the words “Merry Christ
Companionate Wife?"
'There is much criticism hereabouts ruary, assuming that the weather is mas” and “L. P. C. O." in letters 36
normal. It is expected to start one by 30 inches. By day the combin
in regard to the designation of the
so-called “direct route between Lew kiln the first of March and to have ation is one of beauty with the great
iston and Rockland" hy the State the necessary material in readiness. sign in green with rdd letters and
Tlie other kilns will go into commis rugged background visible to all
Highway Commission. The route,
sion soon after.
comers. By night the effect is even
leaves the direct line at East Jeffer
• • » ♦
more startling for letters and tree
son, and goes seven miles down to
A new electric shovel, capable of are ablaze with light and color.
WUldoboro. People here want it to
turning off an immense amount of
The work was done under the di
go via Nlorth Waldoboro, North
work has been installed in the quarry rection of H. A. Keys, chief electri
Warren, Warren and East of St.
and will be used in supplying stone cian of the Burrell Construction Co.,
George's river to a point near tha
for the cement plant. Two shovels who is justly proud of his bit of ar
Maine State Prison, thus shortening
will be used in the quarry, while in tistry. There are 409 bulbs of 50
the route four miles or so. Petitions
the yard there will be in operation watts each on the sign and an addi
are being signed in Warren with the
five cranes and five steam shovels— tional two score of the same strength
object in view. Look at your map!
this combined equipment accom on the tree. Taken with the re
The beautiful and conspicuous dec
plishing work that could not be done cently completed street light system
orations in front of the Elks' Home,
by hand in many months. Two of there is a very strong illumination
erves to remind us of their en
the cranes are the property of the
thusiasm and activities at the Christ Burrell Engineering Company and There are 30 units of 500 watts each
in this system, each mounted atop
mas season and of their many deeds
will be removed from the plant a 10-Joot concrete ]>ost except the
of kindness and their liberality in
shortly.
two ornamental pieces at the gate
the past “For they are jolly good fel
• • • •
way. Take these two systems to
lows which nobody will deny."
Some of the present railroad tracks gether and there is a nightly illum
J. A. T.
into the plant will eventually be par ination 37.450 watt, strong exclusive
te te
alleled, and when this has been done of the thousands if lights in active
there will be approximately four use in the construction and operation
miles of Maine Central track on the of the plant.
I will honor Christmas in my heart *•
and try to keep It all tlie year.—
Dickens.
—

MF te

*•

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I woul«
have made a rule to read some poetry anr
listen to some music at least once a week
The loss of these tastes Is a lots of har"4
ness.—Charles Darwin.
A CHRISTMAS HYMN

It was the calm and silent night!
Seven hundred years and fifty-three
Had Rome been growing up to might,
And now was queen of land and sea.
MF MF
\'o sound was heard of clashing wa «—
Peace brooded o’er the hushed domain:
William P. Carroll contributes to Apo’lo, Pallas, Jove and Mars
Held undisturbed their ancient reign.
the Boston Post a Christmas memory
In the solemn midnight,
Centuries ago!
fashioned to the tune of "Wearing of

the Green.” Apart from its recollec
tion of childhood the simple verse
associated with a tune one-time fa
mous will awaken pleasant memories
in many an older reader.
When I was but a little child
My mother used to say,
Old Santa Claus Is coming soon.
He is coming In his sleigh.
Then she showed to me his picture,
Like all good mothers would,
With a bag of Christmas presents
On the chimney top he stood.
Then down the chimney he would creep
Winn we were fast asleep.
I’d wake In early morning,
Steal out in my hare feet.
And look at all the presents
That Santa brought to me,
That hung from many branches
Of that darling Christmas tree.

Twas in the calm and silent night!
The center of haugltty Rome,
Impatient, urged his chariot’s Hight,
From lordly revel rolling home;
Triumphal arches, gleaming, swell
His breast with thoughts of boundless sway;
What recked the Roman what befell
A paltry province far away.
In the solemn midnight,
Centuries ago!
Within that province far away
Went plodding home a weary boor;
A streak of light before him lay,
Fallen through a half-shut stable-ihxir
Across his path. He passed -for naught
Told what was going on within ;
How keen the stars his only thought—
The air how calm, and cold, and thin,
In the solemn midnight,
Centuries ago I

0, strange indifference! low and nigh
Drowsed over common joys and cares:
The earth was still—but knew not why
The world was listening, unawares
“The Wearing of the Green” was
How calm a moment may precede
the song that Dion Boueicault sang
One that sha.ll thrill the wo'Id forever 1
To that still moment, none would heed,.
in his play, “Arrah na Pogue.”
Man’s doom was linked no more to sever
In the solemn inlhnigltt,
Oh, -Paddy dear, an’ did ye hear
Centuries ago!
Tlie »ews that’s going rounds
The shamrock is forbid by law
It
is
the
calm
and solemn night I
To grow on Irish ground ;
A thousand hells ring out. and throw
St. Patrick’s Pay no more we’ll keep.
Their
joyous
peals
abroad, and smite
His colors can’t be seen.
The darkness—charmed and holy now!
For there’s a bloody law agin
Tlie
night
that
erst
no shame had wo.n,
Tlie wearing of t «e green.
To it a lvappy name Ls given ;
Quoting from memory after fifty For lu that stable lay, new-born,
The Peaceful Prince of earth and heaven
years we may misplace a word, but
In the solemn midnight.
Centuries ago!
the thrill that went with hearing the
—Alfred Dommett.

great actor sing tlie verses, with
darkened stage and a voice of hushed
intensity, stays with us yet. Bouci
cault and his wonderful Irish plays—
are there such actors and such play
today? We do not hear of them, and
the world is the poorer for wanting
them.

likelier to be acclaimed by a greatei
body of us would lie in the region
of reduced running time between the
large centers and these coast regions
We hoped the bridge at Bath would
help in this way, and it has some
what; but the trains now take up
three and a half hours doing the 86
MF te
A direct passenger air service he miles between Rockland and I'ort
tween New York and Maine should land, an average of less than 25 miles
measurably add to state prestige and an hour, which in these days of swift
our people would be glad to see It railroad trains seems wasteful of
brought to pass.

Every-Other-Day
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But a thing far time.

MOVIES

STRAND THEATRE

The Christmas spirit pervades this
theatre, and the management extends
the season's greetings to all patrons.
The attention of Christmas shop
pers is directed to today's big double
PARK THEATRE
Today* will be yoUr only opportu hill, and don’t let it be said that you
went home without seeing it. Buffa
nity to see Tom Mix and Tony in lo Bill. Jr., appears in a thunderbolt
‘‘The Arizona Wildcat,” a fine west- thriller called "A Streak of Luck,"'
ern picture. The story is of unusual|and ill,nt-v Banks does his stuff in
"Horse Shoes,” which sounds like a
interest and was written especially
horse picture but isn't
for Tom by Adela Rogers St. Johns,
For the holiday and Tuesday comes
noted author of many best sellers. a remarkable picture called “Passion'
Dorothy Sebastian has the teminine The picture unfolds itself with Pola
Negri as Jeanne, the humble but
lead.
The vaudeville bill is made up with beautiful milliner apprentice, madly
the following acts: Wilson and Kep-;ln ,ove wltI> Armand. While deliverpel in novelty dancing; Maxine and ing a hat, a horse, whose rider is
Bobby, "One Man and Some Dog,” Don Diego, the Spanish Ambassador,
something different;
Stuart and shies and ruins the hat. Jeanne re
Jeanne in "Bits of Everything,” acro turns to the shop where she is se
batic, juggling and magic; Ethel verely scolded, when Don Diego ar
Munroe, characterizations of “Femi rives and pays for the damages. At
nine Types." „ There will be three a masked ball with Armand, she
shows—2. 6 and 8.30. The vaudeville again meets Don Diego, who at
wiH be shown before the feature pic tempts to kiss her. Armand is jeal
ous and a duel ensues in which Don
ture.
Diego falls and Armand is arrested.John Gilbert plays a newspaper re
Jeanne is hurried from the scene by
porter in an ultra-modern romance
Count Dubarry. He takes her to his
laid in Washington, the nation's rooms and there decorates her with
capital, in his new Metro-Goldwyn- fine jewels—Jeanne soon forgetting
Mayer starring vehicle, “Man, Wom Armand. Later, Jeanne becomes the
an and Sin,” coming Monday and prize beauty of the King's court nnd
Tuesday. It is a story of newspaper the most influential woman. With
life, laid in a modern metropo itan i her new powers, she arranges Ardaily, with a notable cast that in- mand’s pardon, and with the aid of
eludes Jeanne Eagels, famous stage a trusty servant she has Armand
star of "Rain,” and others of note, brought to her blindfolded and tries
Monta Bell, director of "The Tor-: to win hack his love for her, but the
rent,” "The King On Main Street" arrival of the King compells Armand
and others, directed the new play, to leave through a window. Armand
—adv.
cannot stand his new conditions and
arouses tlie masses to revolt. A dep
utation is sent to the King’s palace
• EMPIRE THEATRE
but the King is too busy to see them.
“Fangs of Destiny,” a Universal His business of playing blind-man’s
Feature'Western, with all the melo bluff with his court is more importdrama, action, thrills, suspense and ! ant. In the midst of the game, he
heart interest that can be transposed takes ill and is carried to his room
to the celluloid out of a plausible Jeanne is denied entry to his cham
story and plot, is now showing with bers. She awaits the doctors’ verdict,
"Dynamite,” the wonder dog in the and when she is finally allowed en
steller role.
trance she finds the King dead. The
The pick of the rodeo stars of the revolution is now in full swing.
Western states can be seen in “Gun Many of the King’s court are killed.
Gospel,” Ken Maynard’s latest First Armand is head of the tribunal and
National picture, which is scheduled condemns Jeanne to death on the
to he shown Monday and Tuesday. guillotine. Tlie picture ends happily.
The story of "Gun Gospel" calls for —adv.
several spectacular and sensational
chases, and to do tills Charles It.
Rogers, the producer, and Harry J.
Brown, the director, secured some ot
the cleverest ’iders in the west to go
witli them on location to Ixme Pine.
The majority of these men are prize
winners for trick riding, roping, steer
bulldogging and other feats to he
▼ VapoRY'.rlr
ub
Owr 21 Million Jan
seen at Western rodeos..—adv.

VICKS

FOOTBALL REVIEW

And a Glance Into Next Sea
son’s Prospects For Rocki

—■—■—
plete yet but games are already man,
.
Gatti, D. Gatti, R. Emery,
booked with Portland. Morse, Ban- : Mannone, Frye, C. Emery (Captaingor, Belfast and iWinslow A game elect). Bird, Parsons, M. Wiggin,
with Biddeford is also pending.
[ Pendleton, Sylvester, Fowler, Knight,
The lettermen of this year’s team AcCatdi, K. Wiggin, Marsh, Flanagan
were: Capt, Trafton. Manager Free-j and Wasgatt.
«

land High.

Now that the football season Is a
I thing of the past, and the sport writ
ers are picking "all" teams, the hoys
at Rockland High are looking for
ward to another fail with the pigskin.
This year's team was a big success
Distant stations ware not par
although the percentage of games
ticularly in evidence Thursday
won was not remarkable. Starting
nipht, but the reception was
the season with a green team. Coach
well nigh perfect, and many of
Bill Macomber gradu; liy worked his
ua yielded to the temptation to
material into a smooth running ma
park alongside of WEAF or
chine. with the backs and line work
WJZ and remain there. Chrieting together on their assignments.
maa music was the order of the
Mj. Macomber began his coaching
night and it was coming in de
career In fine shape when he took a
lightfully.
green team through a hard schedule
with four victories, three defeats and
The seagirt plantation of Ma
, one tie. The team got in two weeks
tinicus haa at least a dozen radio
j of hard training at Pleasant Beach
sets, and most of them are sixI before the opening of school and
tubers, for Matinicus people
j when Skowhegan came here for the
seldom do anything by halves.
| opening game the locals were in the
They not only get the world’s news
pink of condition. After a heartas soon as the rest of the world,
I breaking first period In which a vlsbut have much better radio re
! iting back raced 70 yards for a
ception than the people of the j touchdown the R. H. S. eleven came
cities.
■ back and scored two touchdowns
w e. e*
The going became much harder the
Reception last night was of the
i next week nnd the team took a 13
calibre calculated to tickle the
to 0 defeat from Bangor High at the
fans. There was a trifle more
Queen City. Belfast proved an easy
static than the previous night,
victim to the Rockland outfit and fell
but the velums and tone were
by a 13 to 0 score. In this game four
good.
CFCF and KYW were
of the locals were sitting on the side
among the stations I listed. What
lines because of Injuries. The Brewer
do you suppose I heard on the
game ended in a 7 to 7 tie, the
Chicago station? “I’m Saving Up
Morse High eleven of Bath was
Coupons To Get One of Those."
downed 14 to 6 and then Rockland
Of course if you remember Farmet two defeats In a row. Cony High
well Opera House you recall that
of Augusta and Winslow were the
song. A jaw's harp was included
Second and third teabis to cause a
in the instrumental bv.’Sfc over
defeat for Capt. Trafton and his men
WJZ. Tho radio of today appeals
In the last game of the season
against Cheverus High of Portland,
to all tastes.
on Armistice Day, the Rockland team
MF MF
put up a great exhibition of rootbnll
and rolled up a 26 to 0 score. Capt.
RAISES NEW POINT
Runt Trafton led the attack with a
couple of touchdowns and Marsh and
judge Roberts Declared That Accardl accounted for one each. The
game was played in a sea of mud and
Maine Fur Dealers’ License that held both teams back to a great
extent.
is Unconstitutional.
Capt. Trafton, Henry Marsh, Jud
Flanagan, Jerome Flye, IButler Par
Can a citizen be prosecuted and sons, Ralph Fowler, Tony Gatti, and
fined for taking uncured ekins of Ted Bird all played their last game
mink as part purchase price for an In a Rockland High uniform, as all
automobile atxl selling such skins of these men will be lost by gradua
to a dealer, Whe l fluCh citizen has tion in June. Trafton was the star
not taken out a "lealer’s license" to ball-carrier of the outfit, and did
most of the passing.
Marsh and
handle raw fufs?
This was the problem which con Flanagan were both dependable men
fronted Judge Hitler In Municipal and they turned In several good
Court yesterday when Lloyd Mank of games. In the line Frye was a tower
Hope was arraigned under a charge of strength, both on offense and de
of selling raw furs without a license. fense. and his punting will be missed
Young iMank, who was apparently greatly next fall. Fowler was the
as much surprised as anyone to find regular center and Bird and Par
himself in the toils of the law, dis sons held down the guard positions.
iWhen Coach Macomber sends out
claimed any intention of engaging in
the fur business and frankly stated the call next fall for the squad to
he had taken the skins as part of the report for training he will have a
purchase price of a cor and prompt likely burtch of candidates. Chester
ly sold them to (Fuller-Cobb-Davis, Emery, next year’s captain, is sure
to hold down his tackle and Kenlicensed buyers, of this city.
He admitted the facts as claimed Wiggin will have a place In the back
by Warden Davis and it looked like field. Both of these men went big
easy money for the State until C. this year and with the extra year
pS. Roberts, attorney for Mank, of experience they should be even
raised the point that the entire better in 1928. -Danny Gatti, Manstatute was unconstitutional because none and Dick Emery are the ends
it permitted the Issuance of licenses left from this year’s team and they
to residents of Maine only and that ire all capable of turning in a good
a law which' discriminated against pei formance. Emery is a good kicker
citizens of other states is therefore and young Gatti is a regular wizard
at hauling in passes. In one game
void.
Local attorneys are divided on the alone he and Trafton completed II
forwards.
proposition but it appears that Mr.
Sylvester will be the leading can
Roberts, who recently located in
Rockland after being in practice at didate for .the guard positions. He
Vinalhaven for several years, I played a lot this year and is a val
very much alive In defense of his uable man on both 4she offense snd
lefense. Verrill will be the leading
client’s rights, ,
Judge Miller continued the matter ?andidate for the pivot berth hav
until next Tuesday to enable coun ing broken Into a number of games
sel to submit authorities in support this fall. In the backfield Ken Wig
gin and Steve Accardl will be the
of Ms contention.
leading lights. Both of -these boys
MF MF
played some this year and in the
Hardesty Peerless ls an Ideal flour first three games young Wiggin's
for all kinds ot cooking and baking. 1 work was near sensational.
—adv.
Ul-S-Cf
Next year’s schedule Is not cow

BURPEE
FURNITURE CO.

/

To Our Many Friends and Patrons With Ap
preciation of .the Generous Patronage
Accorded ,Us

F.

i

SdMGNTON COMPANY

I wish to take this opportunity to thank my
many friends and patrons for/he very generous patronage extended me since I haVe been in business.
Later I may he in business again and hope for a con
tinuance of the favors whiqh I shall endeavor to
repay.
A MERRY CRRISTM AS and HAPPY NEW YEAR

MIKE ARMATA
Northend Clothing Store

Rankin Block

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Candle-Light Vesper

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
Dec. 30—(Methebesec Club meets with Mrs.
Ruth Elllngwood.
Jan. 2—Shakespeare Society meets with Mrs.
H. A. Buffum, Grove street.
i

«w

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
SUNDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 25
4.00 O’CLOCK
By the light of candles the Pilgrim Choir '
will present the Christmas Cantata

The Pilgrim Choir rehearsal Is at
6.30 tonight promptly. Very Import
ant.

Day clerk Frank Thompson is
spending Christmas at his home in
Lewiston.
There will be a cantata rehearsal
at the Universalist vestry Tuesday |
evening at 7 o’clock.
Miss Clara Thomas of The High
lands ls assisting at Clark’s Flower
Shop during the Christmas rush.

Hotel Rockland has erected a
large and conspicuous sign on the
New County rpad opposite Kbox
Trotting Park. '
~~~~~
t ,
The men will be in charge of the
supper at the Congregational church
Wednesday evening, with J. C. Perry
as chairman.

THE SHEPHERDS’ VISION
Voluntary—"La Nalssance de la Vierge,” ........ .... Missa
Offertory—"Ave Maria” .......................................... . Gounod
Postlude—‘‘Meditation.’’ ...'.
................. Franz von Blon
Miss Bertha Luce, Violin
Mrs. E. F. Berry, Organ
Mrs. A. E. Averill, Plano
Mrs. Philip Howard, Director
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED

Leonard Pend^xter was faken to
Kinox Hospital yesterday suffering
from injuries received when he was
knocked down by an automobile.

The Junior Harmony Club meeting
last evening was devoted to singing
Christmas carols In the open, visit
The American Legion Auxiliary ing the jail, hospital and several
will omit the regular meeting sched other places. Many of the old fa
uled for Monday, holding it on Mon miliar carols were sung, bringing
day Jan. 9.
much cheer to the listeners.
The illuminated Christmas decora
tions are by no means confined to
Main street. Around the corner of
Park street is the Fred R. Spear
coal office in Its usual gay holiday
attire.

Mrs. E. H. Philbrick arrives today
on the 3.10 train with the remains of
her sister, Mrs. M. M. Haven, who
died Wednesday in a Boston hospi
tal. Mrs. Philbrook ls accompanied
hy Mrs. Haven’s husband and son.
Frank H. Ingraham has been ap The remains will be taken directly
pointed a member of the State Board to Bowes & Crozier parlors.
of Arbitration and Conciliation.
Mayor Charles H. Cahill of Bath has
Seldom comes such universal and
been reappointed on, the Sea and enthusiastic approval as is afccorded
Shore Fisheries Commission.
the Christmas decorations at the
Elks Home this year. The same gen
Ralph l[. Trim, office superintend eral scheme as the past few years
ent of the Lawrence Portland Ce has been used—'trees around the
ment Company has been indulging Main and Granite street borders and
this week In that popular outdoor up the main walk with a larger tree
sport known as "moving.” His new at mid-lawn, but the electrical ef
home ls in The Bicknell', and The fects and rich, deep colorings have
Brook sure gives him a cordial wel been splendidly worked out.
The
come.
building Itself is outlined ln strong,
rich color with the familiar B. P. O.
'B. A. Knowlton, Limerock street, is E. over the main entrance in the
wearing bandaged hands these days, time honored Elks colors. This bit of
somewhat after the manner of a decorating has meant a deal of work
prize fighter. His purposes are entire on the part of the members of the
ly peaceful, however, <the bandages committee headed by Austin M.
being due to a skin disease from Moody.
which he is slowly recovering.
Edward F. and William A. Glover
have bought 'the Interest ln the
building between The Courier-Ga
zette and W. H. Glover Co., not al
ready owned by the latter concern
and there are rumors of a new block
there in the not too distant future.

Marshal Webster, Deputy Sheriff
Ludwick and Patrolman Post raided
Melvin Pendexter's house at 28 Lisle
street yesterday, seizing 1% pints of
alcohol,and a quantity of ’’emptie^.’’
Pendexier was .taken into custody,
but released when ball was furnished
by Dr. E. W. Hodgkins and McAlvary
Conrad of Thomaston.

The employes of the New England
Tel. & Tel. Co. held their annual
Christmas tree Thursday evening
with 25 present. Among the numer
ous gifts were noted donations of
candy from the Rockland & Rock
port Lime Corp, and Jones Motor Co.
as an appreciation of the efficient
service rendered by the "hello girls.”
The committee in charge consisted
of Miss Ruth Vinal, chairman, Miss
Alberta Knight, Miss Ethel Rackliffe
and Miss Dorothy Spear.
The following committee is ln
charge of the Christmas dance at the
Country Club next Monday evening:
Mr. and Mrs. Q. F. Mathews of Cam
den, Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird, Mr.
and Mrs M. R. Pillsbury, Mr. and
Mrs. Ensign Oils, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam iW. Spear, Mrs. Elizabeth
Knowlton, Mr. and Mrs. Walker H.
Fifield and Mr. and Mrs. Standish
Perry, chairmen. Dancing will start
at 8.30, with music by Dean's Or
chestra of Camden. The committee
ls urging members to take guests,
and is expecting a large attendance.
From Norfolk, Mass., yesterday
came news of the death of Ruth A.,
wife of Joseph Dean Smith, which
took place In that town early Wed
nesday morning. The deceased was
born in Searsport, March 21, 1864,
and after her marriage resided in this
city for a long time before going to
Norfolk, Mass., to make her home
with her son. George E. Smith, who
has a responsible position with Bird
& Son ln (Walpole. Some years of
absence from Rockland had not
served to lessen the great regard in
which she was held by many friends
here. Mrs. Smith is survived by her
husband, the son before mentioned,
and, two daughters—Mrs. Carroll
Pingree of Lowell. Mass., and Mrs.
Walter Wood of Norfolk, Mass. The
burial will be in Norfolk.

«w

The .sudden death of Mrs. Georgia
Bucknam leaves the large rooming
house on Park street, under her man
agement for several years, without a
head. This emergency confronts At
torney Charles T. Smalley, who In
another column advertises the desir
able property for sale.—adv. 154*lt

A happy group of youngsters with
their parents and Interested friends,
gathered at the Universalist vestry
Thursday evening for the annual
Christmas tree. An en’oyable pro
gram was given under the direction
of Miss Maude Pratt, consisting of
carols, recitations, songs, etc., by
members of the Sunday School. But
the happiest part of the evening was
the appearance of Santa Claus, who
with the capable assistance of Mr.
Knickerbocker distributed the gifts
to the children. The marked re
semblance of Santa Claus to Oliver
B. Lovejoy was commented upon by
several present. Following the pre
sentation of gifts, tthe youngsters
formed in line and as they marched
each was presented.with a candy bag
and a bag of peanuts.

The Christmas season was featured
In yesterday’s luncheon of the Rotary
Club, music making up part of the
program. Gladys St. C. Morgan sang
twice, her delightful contralto voice
giving admirable presentation of two
songs, Pietro Yon’s “Gesu Bambino,”
always a favorite, and "Away In a
Manger,” by Lieurance. Her accom
paniments were played with much
artistic taste by Mrs. Faith G. Berry
Music additional to the piano was
furnished by Bruce Higgs, violin, and
Florian Clark, trombone, ltev. Oscar
W. Stuart of Littlefield Memorial
Church spoke upon the topic\natural
to the day. Christmas, he declared,
was not the end but the beginning.
The biggest problems of the world
can be solved by Christmas and the
Babe born nineteen hundred years
ago. 'What the day means will be an
swered not in the natural sense but
in the higher; realm of spirit. The hope
of the world is that Babe. The pro
cesses leading to that 'hope were »?1
at work at his birth, when Christmas
began, and men should learn to grasp
the significance of that fact. Mr. Stu
art disclaimed any purpose to preach
a sermon, but his talk was full of
good thought' and received hearty
applause from his hearers. Christ
mas greetings to the c!ub were re
ceived from the International head
quarters, from District Governor An
drews and from President Cobb of
Belfast Rotary.
Ernest Fuller (a
Union boy) of Lancaster, N. H. Ro
tary, was a visitor and George Dun
ton was a guest. The session closed
by the singing of two familiar Christ
mas choruses, “Silent Night,” and
"Little Town of Bethlehem."

WINTER CHEER

Mr mp

Give Victor records for Christmas.
If duplicated or undeslred they may
be exchanged at The Maine Music
Co—adv.
152-154

You have in a Guardian
Memorial an expression of
eternal beauty, peace and
security. Fashioned by mas
ter craftsmen from selected
Barre Granite, it is protected
forever by a Jones Brothers
Guarantee Bond.

I

Our coal is the best fuel
that coal men of experi

ence can select and it
will make your furnace

glow with delight. Sold

""A

at right prices.

GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
tf

Lvcrtastlug Btut)

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro, Me.

Juthorhtd Dislriiutort

Independent Coal Co.
TEL. 290

ROCKLAND

Christmas Sunday
at 10.30

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS MUSIC

Sermon:

“What Are We Giving?”

Christmas Concert
By the Children of the Sunday

School
,

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL
Howard Ludwig, yeoman attached
to the Coast Guard Section Base at
Gloucester is spending the holidays
with his mother, Mrs. Susie M. Lud
wig.
Owing to length of program at the
Park it is necessary to start hte first
evening show today at 6, the second
will start at 8.30. The vaudeville
will be shown before the feature pic
ture both afternoon and evening.
Tom Mix in "The Arizona Wildcat”
and 5 Big Time vaudeville acts will
be the attraction.

Clayton D. W’illiamson formerly of
Rockland, has quit the Pullman ser
vice and is clerking at Hotel Urmey
in Miami, Fla., where he will be very
glad to see friends from the North.
Hotel Urmey has 200 rooms, 150 of
which are equipped with private
bath. The Urmey’s location is only
one Ifiock from the main thorough
fare of Miami, yet in the heart of
the theatre and shopping district.
Being two blocks from Biscayne
Bay and the new City Park, where
Band concerts are held twice dally,
makes its location ideal.
The fur will fly in the High School
gymnasium next Wednesday night
when the Orange Streaks have their
stronghold invaded by an alumni
team with young ideas. The old
grads in the party will be W’endell
Thornton of Colby, Richard Snow of
Annapolis, Sidney Snow of Colby,
Wilbur Frohock of Brown University,
James Murphy of the Maine Musicverslty and John Flanagan of the
Rockland Basketeers. If the Streaks
can get away with that bunch it will
be well qualified for that£|.Tew Year’s
Day game in Portsmouth, N. H

This Red Tag Sale is held annually in order to clear
stocks for stock-taking
All original white tags are left on garments for your comparison.

Sale Starts in Garments on Tuesday
December 27
LOOK FOR THE RED TAGS ON THE FOLLOWING:

For Ch ’1st ls bom of Mary;
And gathered ail above
While mortals s'.eep. tlie angels keep
Tiielr watch of wondering love.
Oh morning stars together
Proclaim Ihe holy birlh.
And praises sing to God the King,
And peace to men on earth.

Remembering others, let us think
of him and say again the beautiful
prayer of Tiny Tim, "God bless us
every one.”
W. A. H.
The Christmas programs to be pre
sented at the city churches tomorrow
are given in detail in the music de
partment upon page 8. This explains
the brevity of the announcements in
the usual church column.
To all
these services in the several church
es the general public la invited.

COATS

DRESSES

10 Tweed Coats, reg. $14.50

35 Silk and Velvet, reg. $14.95

Red Tag Sale $7.95

Red Tag Sale $8.50

30 Sport and Dress Coats, reg. $25.00

24 Jerseys, reg. $14.95

Red Tag Sale $14.50, $14.75

Red Tag Sale $8.50

8 Sport and Dress Coats, reg. $29.50
and $32.50

10 Novelty Wools, reg. $14.95

At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning 'Rev. Mr. Rounds
will preach from the topic "The
Spirit of Christmas.”

Christmas Sunday will be observed
at Littlefield Memorial Church with
sermon at 10.30 by Rev. O. W. Stuart
from the subject “Life’s Extras.’
Bible school at close of morning serv
ice. Christmas concert by choir at
7.15.

Red Tag Sale $8.50

Red Tag Sale $25.00

40 Jerseys, reg. $5.98

1 2 Dress Coats, reg. $49.50

Red Tag Sale $3.98

Red Tag Sale $35.00

We are giving a 20% dfscount on all

3 Dress Coats, reg. $55.00, $59.50

garments not already marked down.

Shapley, director of the observatory,
MPi*
said that from now on it would be
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
more clearly visible early in the Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
morning shortly before sunrise.
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
for Christmas Day. The mldnigh1
The officers of Claremont Com Eucharist will be preceded by the
mander)', K. T., will be installed Fri singing of carols and an organ re
day night Dec. 30 in Masonic Temple, cital, beginning at 11.30. At 9 Christ
the occasion being public to invited mas morning there will be a cele
guests.
Rt. Eminent Commander bration of the holy communion at St
Edward K. Gould will be the install John Baptist Church, Thomaston. A:
ing effleer, assisted by Eminent Sir 4 o'clock at 'St. Peter's, a children’s
Edward R. Veazie as grand marshal,
service. At 7.30 choral vespers at St
and Sir Walter S. Rounds as grand
John Baptist Church. Please not<
prelate. The Sir Knights are re
that the chief service of. Christmas'
quested to appear in uniform. The
Installation program will be inter is at midnight Christmas Eve. The
spersed with selections by the War church will be open all day for thosi
ren Male Quartet which occupies a who wish to make a visit to the
popular position in Knox County Christmas Crib.
music circles. After the installation
In a woman’s discussion at the
ceremonies there will be dancing ln
Temple hall and refreshments will meeting of tlie Welsh National Lib
be served. 11. IS. Robinson, Leo E. eral Federation it was suggested
Howard and B, J. Philbrook will that the giving of toy soldiers to
have charge of the floor. Offlcers- children should be discouraged. The
elect of Claremont Commandery: Em difficulty is lwwever, that no nur
inent Commander, Carlyle U. Brown; sery dares to be the first to disarm.
Generalissimo, William T. Flint; —Punch.
Captain General, Harry H. Hanscom;
Dr. J. B. Kent has resumed prac
senior warden, Edward O’B. Gonia;
153-154
Junior Warden, Raymond L. Watts: tice.—adv.
Prelate, Albert H. Newbert; treas
urer, George W. Smith; Recorder, ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ROCKLAND
LOAN A BUILDING ASSOCIATION
James E. Stevens; Standard Bear
The annuat meeting of the Shareholders of
er, Irving L. Bray; Sword Bearer,
Rockland Loan A- Building Assoclatliai
Axel IS. Brunberg; Warder, Percy tlie
will be lield at Ihe office of tile CoCrporattm,
McPhee; Sentinel, James E. Roberts; No. 407 Main Btieet, Rockland, Maine, Mon
guards, Simeon Duncan, Freeman A. day evening. January 9, 1928. at 7.:H) o’dock
the following purposes:—
Stanley, Edward C. Payson; U. S. forFirst.
To listen to, and act upon the re
Color Bearer, Carleton E. Morse.
ports of the Officers.
Second. To choice a Boagl of eleven Di

<

Red Tag Sale $42.50

W

« MP

7 Novelty Wools, reg. $1 0.98

1 1 Sport and Dress Coats, reg. $35.00
and $39.50

Christmas goods which we do not want to carry over will be closed out at Half Price

At the Universalist Church Rev
Mr. Knickerbocker’s topic at the 10.3C
service will be “Christmas, Now and
Then.” The church school is at 12
o’clock; the Junior Y.P.C.U. at 3, Shir
ley McIntyre leading. At 6 o'clock
the Y.P.C.U. will conduct a candle
light service in the auditorium, Stan
ley Snow and Catherine Critch lead
ers.

First Chureffi of Christ, Scientist.
Cedar and Brewster street*. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon, "Christian Sci
ence Lesson for Thanksgiving Day.”
Sunday school at noon. The reading
room is located at 490 Main street,
A communication has been sent by over Daniels’ jewelry store, and Is
Secretary of State Smith to James open each week day from 2 to 5
W. Hanson, Chief of the State High o’clock.
way Police, conveying the informa
MP MP
tion that no extension of time for the
Rev. B. P. Browne, pastor oif the
display of 1927 automobile license First Baptist Church, wll speak Sun
plates will be asked for or necessary. day morning at 10.30 on "What Are
“Our main office and all branches We Giving?" Therq will also be a
were opened on Dec. 1 for the dis Christmas story to the Juniors. Sun
tribution of 1928 plates,” says the
day school at the close of the morn
communication. "These plates may
ing service. At 7.15 the ohiildren of
be attached to motor vehicles on
the Sunday school will give a con
Dec. 25, which obviates the incon
venience of being obliged to change cert. The meeting Tuesday evening
plates on the first day of the new ^t 7.30 will be a confession service
year.” Gen. Hanson has extended taking as the subject “The Follies of
this Information to all members of 1927.”
the State Highway Police force.
MP MP
The topic of the morning service at
Are any of our local readers catch-' the Methodist Church will be "Thou
ing sight of the Skjellerup (pro Shalt Call His Name Jesus.” Church
nounce It yourself) comet which has school at noon. A musical servlet
been visible this week from the Low is arranged for the evening interell observatory at Flagstaff, Arizona? jpersed with Christmas stories in
The Harvard observatory reports cluding “The Story of ,the Othei
that it was seen there for the first Wise Man."
The church will be
time at 4.20 Wednesday afternoon. artistically decorated for the day
Carrying a small tail, pointing north, with an attractive lighting effect foi
the comet appeared in the constella the evening service. Monday, 7 p. m.
tion Ophiuohus.
Its astronomical
Christmas tree and entertainment bj
location was given as right ascension
the primary department. Tuesday
17 hours, 48 minutes; declination, 11
prayer service at 7.30, study at a
degrees south. Although the comet
could be seen In western sky im worship program for the church
mediately after sunset, Prof. Howard school.

Red Tag Sale $10.98

Red Tag Sale $16.75

t* I*

MP

MM
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Oh little town of Bethlehem
How still we see thee He!
Above thy deep and dreamless sleep
The silent stars go by;
Yet In thy dark street shineth
The everlasting Light;
Tlie hopes and fears of all the years
Are met in thee tonight.

at 7.15

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH

RED TAG SALE

Christmas
The significance of Christmas!
How much depends upon the
point of view. To childhood it
means the gladdest holiday of the
year, and the joy of receiving.
To older folk the supreme happi
ness of giving. To many, Santa
Claus the merriest saint of all
this sordid earth. For Christmas
the birthday of the King of Kings^
Historians divide the ages into
the eras before and after this
birth. Tlie calendar takes major
cognizance of the date. All docu
ments the world around are dated
in honor of it. However, its real
significance lies ln the fact that
on this day cr.me joy to the world,
fit. Luke wrote the most beautiful
'story1 in literature about it. Nto
man ever expressed Its deepest
meaning .better than did Philips
Brooks:

in the following departments—Handkerchiefs, Toys, Art Embroidery, Stationery.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

TENANT’S HARBOR
Hooper-Watts
A quiet little wedding took place
ai the home of Rev. and Mrs. S. E.
Rickard, Martinsville Dec. 22 when
Isaac Hooper of that place and Miss
EJlliel Watts of Smallbury, were
united in marriage by the pastor.
They were attended by Mr. and Mrs.
Norman ' Hooper of Portland. The
bride's gift from the groom was a
handsome wrist watch. Immediately
after the ceremony the bridal party
adjourned to I. O. O. F. hall where
a supper and joke tree were to take
place. Their arrival at the hall was
a surprise but plans were quickly
made for an immediate serenade. As
Santa distributed the presents the
names "Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Hooper”
rang out loudly. The newlyweds
came to the center of the circle
qnillngly and received their gift.
Upon opening the box it was found
to contain a handsome dish filled
with kisses, which the bride agree
ably shared with those present.
Lastly, boxes of candy and cigars
were passed around. The bride is
1 popular young woman possessed of
i pleasing personality and much
Ability. She was assistant at Drift
Inn, Martinsville, the past summer,
when she met the groom who is a
brother of Mrs. Obadiah Kalloch.
She was also employed at the Pe
nobscot Grill Rockland, through the
fall. She is the daughter of Clar
ence Watts. The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hooper, a
voting man of fine character and well
’iked among his associates. He is
employed by the Maine Central
Railroad as fireman on the Rock
land-Portland route. They will -re
side in Rockland after spending a
few days with Mr. Hooper’s mother
who is seriously ill. Mr. and Mrs.
Hooper have the best wishes of their
many friends and associates, for a
continued life of happiness and pros
perity.

M?I*
MOTHER TRIMS THE CHRISTMAS TREE
[For Tlie Courier-Gazette]
All day long an busy feet.
Bong ln her heart and smiling sweet,
Mhe’s just as busy as she can tie—
Mother is trimming the children's Tree.
Flie weaves the garlands in and out
And places the candles all about.
And tlien tlie ornaments, gay to see-(Mother is trimming the Christmas Tree.

Dear little (Mather, so gay and wise,
’Mother-love shining In her dark eyies.
Just as happy as she can be-j
-Mother is trlnuning the children's Tree.
Dear little Mother, we love you eo.
There’s nene so dear bq us, you know,
Ever so sweet as you can be.
Trimming the children’s Christmas Tree.

Some day Mother will iiave her rest
Tired hands folded upon tbe breast,
Yet we will always at t^iristnxastide see
Dear Mother trimming tlie Christmas Tree
Alice Barter.
Martinsville. Me.

*
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Austin Lincoln Hall senior member
of the grocery firm of Hall &. Mel
vin, died Tuesday evening, 10 days
after he had been operated upon for
a complaint of several years' stand
ing. Up to within a few days of
his demise his condition waa such as
to afford much encouragement for
the anxious family and friends, and
confidence had begun to be felt that
ho would be home for Christmas
festivities. Providence in its mys
terious workings decreed otherwise.
Mr. Hall was born in Rockland
July 23, 1878, son of Simon H., and
Clara A. (iPerkins) Hall. He attend
ed the city schools, and for a num
ber of years was a pupil In the
schools of Edgar, Neb'., where his
father was a resident for approxi
mately 15 years. His business edu
cation was obtained at Rockland
Commercial College.
Mr. Hall’s practical experience In
the grocery and market business
was obtained by clerkship with his
father and for seven years with
Francis Cobb & Co. About 12 years
ago he formed a partnership with
Zenas .Melvin, which has continued
to the present time. In business as
in his private life he won the high
est esteem of all who knew him, and
death has cut short an unblemished
career while he was in his prime.
The only organization to which he
belonged was the Knox County Fish
and Game Association, this being es
pecially congenial because of his
strong proclivities as a sportsman,
particularly along the line of fishing.
Mr. Hall was married about 20
years ago to Miss Lottie Harden,
who survives, together with one son,
Austin H. Hall; and his parents.
The funeral services were held at
tho family residence on Masonic
street yesterday afternoon, Rev. B.
P. Browne officiating. The sorrow
of the bereaved ones and the wide
circle of Jrlends found expression
in lovely floral offerings. The bear
ers were Zenas Melvin, Eugene F.
Lyddle, Arthur P. Haines, E. S. Lev
ensaler, Homer E. Robinson and G.
B. Butler. The Interment was In
Achorn cemetery.

All records were broken at the
local post office for Christmas busi
ness at the close of the windows yes
terday for both incoming and out
going mall. This means that a great
excess will lie recorded with Anal de
liveries. A complete clean-up will
he made tonight with every facility
of the office participating. Sunday
special delivery packages will be
handled and on Monday a final clean
up will be made with the decks
cleared at noon.
The public is
thoroughly satisfied with the man
ner in which acting Postmaster
Chatto has organized his forces, sev
eral windows being available Instead
of the erstwhile two. The freedom 1
from snow has been instrumental in
speeding up the outside carrier ser
vice.

At the Oregon State College of Ag
riculture a weekly feature of its
radio station is the broadcasting of
I Grange program, to which promi
nent leaders throughout the state
freely contribute, both in the form of
'lUdresses, musical nutpbeis and other
Give magazines for Christmas, gift
I*
rectors and an Auditor.
Third To transact any other business that ■informational
leatures, to which cards furnished—any magazine pub- ,
All of the family all the year round
may legally conte before tlie meeting.
tnoysands of Grange members and llshed. Fred E. Harden, The Maga- •
enjoy Victor Records. Maine Music
H. O. OVKDT. Secretary.
zine Man. Tel. 35-W.—adv. 154’lt J
Co.—adv.
152-154
Rockland, Maine, Dec. 23, 1927.
134-8-3 rural people regularly listen in.

CHARLES A. MURPHY

BORN

AUSTIN L. HALL

Hsrdlnz—Cory Memorial Hospital. Caribou,
Dre 13 to Mr and M». John H. Harding. a
ami, John Henry, Jr.
Fa ik«—Schenectady, N. Y., Dec. 18, to
Mr and Mrs. Wallace Parker (Viola .loiiea)
a daughter, Natalie Brooks.

MARRIED
Hooper-Wlatts—Tenant's Harbor, Dec. 22.
by Rev. S. K- Packard. Isaac Hooper of
Martinsville and Miss Ethel Watts of Snwll'"'SnltJi-Batchelden- Rockland.

Dee.

21,

by

F B. Miller. J. P-, Harold It. Smith of Roekand and alias Helen Batchelder of Warren.

DIED
Jacobs—Thomaston, Dee. 23. Sarah H.,
widow of George W. Jacobs, aged 73 years,
10 months. 9 days.
Funeral Monday at 2
o'clock.
Bradford—Friendship, Doc. 22. Hunan J.,
widow of Clifford J. Bradford, aged 73 years.
6 months, 2» days.
Funeral Knturday ai
1.30 o'clock.
KmHh—Norfolk, Maas., Dm-. 21, Ruth A..
WlfO of Joseph Dean Hniith. a native ot
Searsport and former resident of Rockland,
aged 63 yearn.
Murphy—J-ynn. Mass., Dec. 18. t'harlea A.
Mli:vliy, native of Rockland, aged 72 yeans.
Wooster—Bockland. Dec. 22, Mrs. Ada F.
Wooster, aged 75 years. 4 mentJis. 5 days.
Funeral at 83 Summer street today
2 p. tn.
Hamer—Rockland, Dee. 22, Mabel, wife of
Willard Hamer, aged 38 years, 3 months, ll
days. Funeral Tuesday ;rt 2 .o'clock from lute

residence.

Charles A. Murphy, 72, a grocer ln
Lynn, Mass., for the last 45 years,
died Dec. 18 at his home, 71 Jefferson
street, that city.
He was tlie son of Capt. Levi A.
Murphy, wito was horn in St. George
and whose wife was Abby Bird. They
lived in Rockland where the son
Charles was born In 1855.
The
father, a mariner, was a soldier in
the Civil War serving in the Fourth
Maine Regiment. The family moved
to Lynn when Charles was 18 years
, (lid. Until ills death he was proprie
tor of a grocery store on Cook
Isfeet, Lynn. He was a member of
several Masonic and K. P. organiza
tions. He is survived by his widow.
Mis. Nellie Murphy; four sisters
who live In Maine, and two brothers,
one living in Lynn and one ln Man
chester, N. H. Horatio H. Murphy,
Jr., political reporter for a Lynn
newspaper, is a nephew.
KNOX COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL
Rockli'M. Maine. Dee. 24. 1927.
Tlie annual attesting of the Incnporatom of
tlie Knox County General Hinpital will be
held in the Instruction room of the InatRutlrm, No. 2 Maple Street, Rockland, Maine,
January 3, 1928. at 7.30 o’clock P. M.
ir.4-155
i;.\1sig.\ trrtt), Secretary.
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HEADQUARTERS
FOR CHRISTMAS FOOTWEAR

Good Quality at Moderate Prices
278 Main Street

Rockland, Maine
148-tf
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A'l AVWf A Vf Vl'AM/At >

ESTATE

REAL

. CITY PROPERTY, FARMS, ETC.

SPECIAL
I hav* a ramarkably
good homo for only

$3000
EASY TERMS

INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS

ROBERT

|)75 MAIN STREET
I1/ IVi

lii

COLLINS

TJ.
TELEPHONE 77

L,, IV .''lYvlY'/lY'/L ',1' ■ Li

1\"( li

ROCKLANC
142-S-tf
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THE YEAR’S CLIMAX

WHY WHITE ACCEPTS

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
J

r"

1

1

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, December 24, 1927.
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THE CASE OF WARD

TOWN

STATE OF MAINE

Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of Vlnalhaeen, In the County of Knox, foe
the year 192
The following list of taxes on real eatate of non-resident owners In tfte Town of Vinalhanen aforesaid. for the year 1927. committed to me for i-allectioa for said Town on the
25th day of July, 1927, remain unpaid; and notice la hereby given that If said taxes with
Interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real eatate taxed aa Is
sufficient to pay the amount due therefor. Ineluding interest ami charge*, will be sold
, „
. .
... without further notice at phullc auction at Memorial Hall In said Town, on the first MonAn unique case, the first of its kind ,uy In February. 19211. at nine o’clock A. M.
__________________________

Congressman Had Incentive Annual State Contest of the Convict Seeks Release From
State Prison On Writ of
Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs At
To Head Merchant Marine
Error.
University of Maine.
Committee.

Str. COB.MSH, ftelght otil). lean* Rockland for Boston, Wednesdays and Saturady*
at about 5.00 P • ■
leavm BocMaiid for
Bangor and Intermediate landings, Tuesdays
and Fridays at »ho,lt aA. if.
8tr. wi
WESTPORT,
,i«da»t freight and passengers,
leaves Rockland for Bar Habbor and inter
mediate
landings,
Tuesdays at 7.00 A. M., and
Amount of Tax Due
Including Interest and for Bluehlll and intermediate landings, Fri
days
at
7.00
A.
M.
Charges

The 14th annual State contest of
Boys' and Girls’ Clubs will be held I in thehistory of the State, where a
at University of Maine. Dec. 29. 30 person serving a life sentence in the '
1
Description of Property
.and 31 according to announcement by I State Prison for murder, has filed a • arneo wner
■
1
I Lester H. Shibles. State Club leader. 1 petition for a writ of error Is on the
lb
J
IH
11
15
I invitations have been sent to all tha docket at this present session of BODWELL GRANITE CO., C. B. PAINE RECEIVER—Land and building known
as the Crandall House, situated on Pleasant Street between land of
A deeper significance that at first count>' champions and to all local Law Court from Knox County.
Lucia Coombs heirs and land of the Parsonage. Value of land $150.00.
io
■
p
The petitioner is Edgar M. Whrd,
IB
17
appears is to be found in Congress- Baders to attend this advent, which
Value of buildings $1,000.00 ........................................................................••••>
Land and buildings known as the Valley House, land bounded by West
man White s decision to become is ,h.e climax “>• and the close
the a former resident of Bandolph, who
by townway, East by land of Roy Nickerson. South by East Main
was sentenced to life for the murder
Chairman of the Merchant Marine , ye?r ’ "ork
2H
22
Street, West by land of Augusta Peaalee. Value of land $150.00.
21
It is expected that tiie attendance of Marie Bernier of Ijewlston a few
Value of buildings $50.00 ................................................... . .............................
and Fisheries.
years
ago.
In
his
writ,
Ward
asks
Lot of land on East side of Indian Creek, bounded West by land of
this
year
will
exceed
(bat
of
last
While this is one of the most im
Hilda Strachan. East and South by land of J. Leopold Co Value of
4.7
|5
lb
46
portant positions in the House of year. when there were 152 present. for a new trial on the ground that
land $50.00 .......................................................................................... .....................
judge
of
the
superior
court
for
$he
The
University
ol'
Maine
College
of
Sullivan house eo called, occupied by S. E. Smith, near residence of
Representatives and therefore one of
Maud Winslow. Value of building $150.00 ....................................................
Ihe most important in the Nation, Agriculture entertains the club boys Andoscoggin County failed to charge
1
One half of Elizabeth Crockett lot. so called, used as store yard at
29
Mr. White was embarrassed by and girls and local leaders without > the jury in his case In regard to
Sands, so called. Value of land $200.04) ....................................................
Land known as the CufT and Beehive lots, situated just west of Harbor
■riches of opportunity He was also cost. Since tiie contest is hejjl when , manslaughter but did charge the Jury
w
Office building. Value of land $150.00 . ........................................................
5l
35
VL
3H
pn the powerful committee on Rules the students i-e away at Christmas in regard to murder. In other words,
Harbor
barn, so called. Value of building $500.00 _...................................
Ward
in
his
petition
intimates
that
—a committee that determines legis vacation, the dormitories ate avail
Harbor Quarry property, ao called. Value of land $500.00 .................
Land and bulldiing known as the Femald and Carve., store occupied
lation and exercises absolute control able through the courtesy of the stu he should not have been convicted of
MO
■
37
bv T. Sawver and otbera, corner Main and High streets. Value of land
of legislation In the House. A place dents for use of club members. The a crime higher than manslaughter.
$ioo 00. Value of building $300.00.....................................................................
A hearing on the petition was
on Rules is the dream of every work boys will stay at Hannibal Hamlin,
Building used as office on west side of town highway leading to
steamboat wharf, opposite land of B. 8. Loud. Value of building
ing Congressman. Any member of or Oak halls; the girls at Balentine. heard in Knox County last spring and
■ MM
H2 ■ M3
m
$200.00 ............................................................................................................ ..........
While details of the program are Associate Justice Norman L. Basset
thHouse
would
prefer
it
to
any
L
Ca tiage and wagon shop near Harbor barn. Value of building $50.00
rot yet completed, it is expected that of Augusta dismissed it. Frank *
other committee place.
Land used as stone yard at Sandv so called. Land bounded West by
■ Mb
45
Mb 1
land of Sands Quarry property. South by land of H. W. Fifleld and
So Congressman White’s decision club members will play a prominent | Tirrell of Rockland, counsel for
The . Ward, filed exceptions and the case
Smith’s Point. West by Sand Cove. Value of land $500.00 .......................
to take the Chairmanship of 'Mer part in it as in past years.
New stone shed on alwve described land and including contents.
chant Marine was a renunciation of judging df agricultural and home 1 went to Iatw Court.
Value
of bui’ding $500.00 ................................................................................
50
51
51
Ward was convicted of murdering
M9
r
an ambition that is in the make-up economics products, as well as dem
Blacksmith shop and contents situated on land used as stone yard.
Value of building $fM.OO ..................................................................................
of all members of Congress. Some onstrations on different subjects, has the Bernier woman by placing a
Sands wharf so called, lnc'uding all hoisting machinery, derricks and
1
thing greater must have animated been an interesting part of the pro poisonous subject in some gin which
5H
53
buildings. Value of land $1,300.00. Value of buildings $200.00 ...........
him.
gram in past years.
, she drank while be and the woman
Sixteen shares of Sands Quarry property. Value of 'and $800.00 .........
were
having
a
party.
Femald Boarding House so called. Value of building $200.00 ...............
Two
important
announcements
are
True, the Chairmanship of Mer
New Job Shop building, including enclosed machinery. Value of build
•Whrd
was
transferred
from
the
made
during
the
contest:
First,
the
C)TMI INTCBNATIONAl BVMOICATC.
chant Marine is a great honor. It
ing $1,200.00 ........................................................................... ...............................
Prison
tp the
Veterans’
has been 30 years since a Maine con county winning the State club cup, State
Compressor
building, including enclosed machinery. Value of building
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
$1.000 00 ...........................................................................................................r . .
gressman lias had the chairmanship offered by the Maine Stale Federa Hospital at Washington for surgical
Land
and
Quarry
known as the Reuben Carver quarry, hounded North
1-Gloomy
38-Worma used for
11- Severe
treatment,
but
it
was
alleged
that
he
of a Major committee In the Nation. tion of Farm Bureaus, and the sec
and East by shore. South by land of W. F. Lyford, West by land of
bleeding
12-Two-maited veaeel
6-Cobbler’a tool (pi.)
State champions. The violated the rules of the institution
Congressman Dingley as Chairman ond the
W. E. Lincoln. Value of land $500.00..............................................................
14-Aged
Land and Quarry known as Wharffs Quarry, bounded North by land of
9-Product of vineyard 40- Each (abbr.)
of Ways and Means, a committee champions are cl.osen on the basis of by selling liquor, and he was re
41- Outside
F ed Hall aud shore of Long Cove, East by land of Peas'ee and Bunker.
that makes the Tariff, was one of the scores of records, stories and ex manded back to the State Prison
16-Posaesaive pronoun
10-Repasta
West by shore and land of Fred Hall. Value of land $1,000.00 ...............
43- Prleat of ancient
early in the first administration of
.Last. Mr. Dingley died ’in 1899, we hibits.
18- Began
12- Forehead
Boarding House at Wharffs* Qua ry on above described land. Value
Britons
Gov.
Brewster:
believe.
of
building $50.00 ...................................................................................................
There
are
118
county
champions:
19- Attaln
13- Female rabbit
44-8hallow vessel
Two small buildings on above described land. Value of buildings $50.00
What led Mr. White to set aside a
Androscoggin-Sagadahoc 11, Aroos
22- Llttle
15-Route
Wharf including derrick at Wharff’s Quarry. Value of land $500.00 ..
STATE
OF MAINE
45- Bow of a ship
much more pleasing and more pow took 5, Cumberland 10. Franklin 10, County of Knox. ss.
Power Nbuse and enclosed machinery. Value of building $800.00 ....
23- Solar body (pi.)
17- Sore
47- Raga
erful place for this arduous work on Hancock 7. Kennebec 7, Knox-Lin
Land and buildings known as the John Ingerson place, land bounded
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
28-Flah
spawn
18- Part of foundation
48- Tree covering
North by town highway. East and South by land of B. G. Co.. West
Merchant Marine? He was urged to coln 6, Oxford 6. Penobscot 9. Pis Judicial Court, next to be held at Rockland,
by land of H. W. Aim*. Value of land $150.00. Value of building
28-Cereal
within
and
for
said
County,
on
the
first
49- Runnlng knot
of frame house
aicept it by New England leaders. cataquis 9, Somerset 10, Waldo 10, Tuesday of April. A. D. 1928.
$150.00 ........................................................................................................................
31- Dealat
81-Small bottles
(Pl.)
Many wrote him letters pleading that Washington 6. ar.d York 8.
Partridge House so called, situated on west side of town way leading
Julia Fevle- of Rock’and, in said County,
32- Grleve
20- >'o turn to the off
83-Failurt
to Granite Island. Va’ue of building $50.00...................................................
wife of Edward C. Feyler. respectfully rep
ive have this place filled by a New
«
MP
Ice
wharf, so called, situated on west side of Sands Cove. Including
33- A connected
resents; that she was lawfully married to
aide
64-Llmlta
Englander.
WILL BE INVESTIGATED
land bought of J. II. Sanborn. Value of land $200.00 .................................
the nald Edward C. Feyler at Thomaston. In
succession
21- Pronoun
VERTICAL
Again, the coming prominence of
Frank Brown wharf, so called, situated at head of Sands Cove and
Secretary of State Edgar C. Smith the said County of Knox on the twelfth day
34- To steal
22- Piaee for garnet
1- lncreaae
adjoining land of Mrs. Joseph Nelson. Value of land $400.00 ...............
the Merchant Marine issue.
This has issued a bulletin to automobile of December A. D 1922 ; that they lived to
Land and buildings on Dyer’s Island, so called. Value of land $400.00.
35- Rends
2- Statute
£4-A transportation
has finally reached a stage where it registration clerks calling their at gether as husband and wife at said Thomas
Value of buildings $000 .................. ....................................................................
ton and at said Rockland front the time of
route (abbr.)
3- Shlfted to windward, 36- Became submerged
is acutely prominent. It has im tention to the issuing of duplicate their said marriage until the twenty-seventh
Shaw House and lot on Dyer’s Island, so called. Value of land $000.
39-MongTel dog
as a tiller
25-A dance
Value of buildings $200 00 ................................................................................
pressed itself on Washington and It plates in cases where an a.ffldavit is day of Septembe* A. D. 1924: that your li
Land and buildings at City Point so called, Including Quarry and
42-lmplement
4-Pertalnlng to the
belant has always conducted herself towards
27-Frult of the oak
actually looks as though it might be filed that plates have, been lost.
wharf.
Value of land $1,000 ............................................................................
her said husband as a faithful, true and af
44-Chums
middle
(Pl.)
a live issue instead of a perfunctory
Land and Quarry situated on North side of <^anite Island, including
fectionate
wife;
that
on
the
said
twenty“
I
am
satisfied
that
many
boot

46-Court
5- Glrl'a name
29- Pole with blade
matter as of old.
wharf.
Value of land $500.00 ...........................................................................
leggers and irresponsible parties are seventh day of September A. D. 1924, the
Wild land and wood land known as the Stephen De’ano property.
48-Not good
5-Ouraelvea
30- Demure
New England is getting behind it. filing affidavits of the loss of a pair said Edward C. Feyler utterly deserted your
Value
of
land $250.00 .....................................................................................
without cause and went to parts un
SO-Sunday school
7- To Infold
31- Fuse», at ore
The nation is considering it and of plates and obtaining the second libelant
known to her. since which time she has never F. HERRlMANN ESTATE—Land bounded North by Herrmann Estate. Ea.st by shore
(abbr.)
8Vltrlfled
cinders
34-Bellefa
foreign journals are talking about It. pair for improper use,” continues the received from him any suppo-«t; that said
of Roberts’ Harbor. South by land of Allston Huntress. West by
land of J. Leo|*>id Cq. same being in main the original land bought of
|52-On ths inside
9-lron framework
37-Preposition
utter desertion has continued for three con
Tiie Liverpool Journal of Commerce
bulletin.
E. S. Roberts. Value of land $1,500.00 ..........................................................
secutive
years
prior
to
this
filing
of
this
•devotes a long article on “United
SUGGESTIONS FOR SOLVING CROSS-WORD PUZZLES
Dwelling No. 1 on shoe on above described land. Value of build
In all cases where an affidavit is libel; that hla residence Is unknown to your
States Foreign Trade; Government
ing $1,500 00 ...........................................................................................................
Start out by filling in the words of which you feel reasonably sure
filed of the loss of both plates urfewft libelant and can not be ascertained by rea
Dwelling No. 2 situated near bam. Value of building $1,750.00 ...........
aid favored’’ relating to Governor
sonable diligence; that there la no collusion
These will give you a clue to other words crossing them, and they in turn
you are personally acquainted with between your libelant and the said Edward C.
Pump House so called, including machinery. Value of building $200.00
Brewster
’
s
speech
before
the
Boston
Bam ;».nd stable on above described land. Value of building $1/750.00
to still others. A letter belongs in each white space, words starting at the
the party and know that he or she is Feyler to obtain a divorce; wherefore she
Chamber of Commerce. Besides giv
Building known as Hen Houses. Value of bui’ding $400.on.......................
pravs that a divorce may be decreed between
numbered squares and running either horizontally or vertically or both.
responsible
and
of
good
standing
in
Building known as Hot House. Value of building $500.00 ........................
ing the entire speech of Gov. Brew
her’ and the said Edwaid C. Feyier for the
the
community,
you
will
refer
the
re

Building
known aa Hog House. Value of building $150.00 .......................
-----*____________________________________ _____
cause above set ,‘orth.
ster. the same great Liverpool Jour
Building known as Goose House. Value of building $150.00 ...............
quest for duplicate plates to this of
Dated at Rockland this first day of Decem
nal
gives
a
column-long
editorial.
Building
known as Wood House. Value of building $150.00 ...................
In a study of the marketing of milk
Solution to Previous Puzzle
ber. A. D. 1927.
Building known as Work Shop. Value of building $50.00 .......................
The Liverpool paper treats the fice for investigation. This does not
JULIA FEYLER.
and cream In New England, econo
apply
in
cases
of
the
loss
of
one
plate
Land
and
buildings known as the Walter Young farm and occupied by
Subscribed and sworn to before me thia
A OA M
mists of the F. S. Department of speech of Gov. Brewster very kindly. where the oth?r plate is returned to first
HIE'R'P
Walter Young. Land hounded North by Carver’s Cove, East by land
day of December A. D. 1927.
I:
admits
its
truths;
says
the
'
’
Gov

O vIciR
C o R L
of
Carl
Cederbe
’g. South and West by land of F. Herrmann Etstate
Agriculture visited many milk and
FRANK A. TIRRELL. JR
you. Please notify all the clerks of
and town way. Value of land $750.00 Value of buildings $250.00 ....
Notary Public.
cream stations supplying the Boston ernment ship-owning In the U. S your branch to this effect.”
E N 7 5
Land and buildings known as the Fred Carver place, laud bounded North
IL S.)
market with milk. They found too has never been successful.
by Carver’s Pond. East by land of F. HeTmann Estate. South by land
A 5 S
In connection with the issuing of
STATE OF MAINE
“This lesson has been learned by
of Carrie E. Paige and land of Blanche Cummings and others. Value of
many competing stations in which
(Seal)
the
bulletin.
Secretary
of
State
Smith
bitter
experience.
In
many
countries.
land
$500.00. Value of buildings $400.04) ....................................................
ss.
the volume of milk handled daily
said: “I am convinced that for the Knox. Clerk
’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court, MRS. CHARLOTTE A. CARVER—Three shares Sands Quarry prope <y. Value
was too small for economical service It has convinced all but tiie U. S. past year irresponsible persons and
of
land
$150.00........................................................................................................
in Vacation.
CHAS. L. CARVER—Two share* Sands Quarry property. Value of land $100.04)
to the producers. Because of the ad Shipping Board that private owner violators of the law have been ob
Rockland, December 8, A. D. 1827.
ship
is
best.
But
the
Shipping
Board
UBBY-BVR4TIELL
FISKERDLS IX).—Land and buildings known as the Fish
the foregoing Libel, Ordered, That
vantage of car-load over less-thantaining duplicate pairs of registra fiieUpon
Wharf, situated on the east side of CVwver’s Harbor so called, con
Libellant give notice to said Edward C.
car-load freight rates, the lowest op appears determined to ignore facts tion plates upon filing a sworn affi Feyler
sisting
of
Fish
plant, cold storage and glue factory, including wharves.
to appear before our Supreme Judicial
Land bounded No’th by land of Clara Smith, East by land of 'Mrs.
erating costs for a station are ob (a statement, which Is not correct davit that the pair originally issued Court, to be holden at Rockland, within and
Ed.)
and
so
long
as
it
does,
we
are
M.
Chillis,
Llewellyn
Smith and others, South by land of Chas. Young,
for the County of Knox, on the first Tues
tainable only when the station can
them has been lost.
West by Carver’s Harbor, including all the Installed and permanent
day of April A. D. 1928, by publishing an
ship a car load of front 220 to 250 afraid that the UXF. taxpayer will
machinery. Value of land $7,500. Value of buildings $7.504*.00 ...........
“Investigating several such cases attested copy of said Libel, and this order
40-quart caps of milk daily. This have to pay through his nose."
GEO. B. SMITH ESTATE—Land and buildings. Land bounded North bv Pond
"As for the suggestion that some I have found that two different thereon, tlnee weeks successively In the
1 r,;e ! l i
Street. East by land of Sands Quarry property, South by land of
means a minimum supply of from
Courier-Gazette,
a
newspaper
printed
in
sets of number plates were being
Ijhverne Vinal, West by land of Winifred York. Value of land $50.00.
e|r| i "
7,000.000 to 8,000.000 pounds yearly, thing in the nature of mail-subven- used on the same car. It is only in Rockland in our Ccunty of Knox, the last
Value of buildings $475.00 ................................................................
tions
should
bo
associated
withthe
publication
to
be
thirty
days
at
.east
prior
s
'rw|
a
;
g
I
si
|ple
|
t-)e
£ Vis IT
and a supply of 10,000,000 pounds is
R.
F.
SPEAR
—Land and buildings occupied by Ben Dyer. Land bounded West
very rare cases that a person will to said first Tuesday of April next, that he
fetMl |NT(PMAT<O«AL »V»B»CATt.
by land of George Bradford Heirs, North by land of Almond Chetwynd,
more desirable because it permits a running of privately-owned ships; ItM^both of the number plates. This may there and then In our said court ap
East
by East Boston Street. South by land of Blanche Cummings.
there
does
not
appear
to
be
any
rea
pear , and show cause, if any he have, why
full car shipment even in the seasons
Value of land $50.00. Value of buildings $275.00 .......................................
son why the U. S. Government may'^oceur in cases of fire, and in the p’ayer of said Libellant should not be
of
lighest
simply.
Much
the
same
LUCIE TOLMAN—Land and buildings. Land bounded North by East Main
MODERN COAST DEFENSES PREsuch ca^es. the fact of the loss is granted.
Street, East by land of F. A. Brown, South by land of William
applies to dairy stations in other should not adopt so reasonable
WARREN C. PHTLBRDOK
PARED
course. Other countries have found easily estabTKied. For 1928 in all
and Maud Doane, West by land of Laura Smith. Small dwelling on
Justice
of
the
Supreme
Judicial
Court.
regions than New England, particu
above
described kind. Value of land $125.00. Value of buildings $650.00
cases
where
affidavits
are
filed
of
the
it desirable and advantageous to do
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
Value of building $250.00 ................................. ...............................................
Finland placed with the Bofors larly in areas where the principal so up to, a certain point, which is loss of both plates/*^strict investi Court thereon.
WARREN
TOWLE
—Land and buildings known as Red Lion Camp so called,
.Works, a Swedish firm, an order for market is a large city with a heavy reasonable and safe. But even so, it gation will be made in order to ac {Seal!
situated in Ca ver’s Pond. Value of land $25.00. Value of buildings
Attest:
MILTON M. GRIFFIN’. Clerk.
$75.00
.........................................................................................................................
guns and armor to cost 10.900.000 demand for lluid milk.
will be a difficult matter for any ves count for the loss."
148-8-154 GRACE ROBERTS—Tliree bungalow lots at Shore Acres, so called. Bungalow
Swedish
kroner—about
$2,700,000.
sels flying the Stars and Stripes in
on lot No. 2 at Shore Acres. Value of land $225.00. Value of build
Finland has only one small shipyard
the foreign trade to overcome the
ings $275.00 ............................................................................................................
Our
position
still
is
that
another
JOHN C. MONAGHAN—Land .ind buildings. La.nd bounded N. and E. by land of
and wharf. The government is plan
initial handicaps of high building
TOWN
OF
WASHINGTON
national
anthem
is
uncalled
for
until
Fred
Hall. 8. by land of J. Leopold & Co., W. by shore. Value of
ning to bring the coast defenses up to
costs and heavy operating expenses.
land. $25.00. Value of buildings $125.04) ........................................................
we learn the one we’ve got.
STATE OF MAINE
date.—The Pathfinder.
So speaks the Liverpool. Eng.,
MRS.
MABEL
CREIGHTON—Lslands known as the Wlrtte Islands In Penob
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Washington, in. the County of Knox, for
scot Bay In a northerly direction from Hurricane Island, formerjy
Journal of Commerce. Other English the year 1JT27.
the
property
of .1. H. Hewett heirs. Value of land $1500.00 .................
journals have discussed this address
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town of Wash
J. B. DAVIS—Land and buildings known as Lane’s Island and the Lane’s
of Governor Brewster. The Gover ington afo’esald, for the year 1927, committed to me for collection for said Town on the
Island
House
bought of F. 8. Walls Estate, land bounded N. by
27th day of May, 1927, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes with
Carver's Harbor. E. by Indian Creek, S. and W. by shore. Value
nor will again discuss Merchant Ma interest and charges are not- previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is
of
land
$2500.
Value of buildings, $1500........................................................
rine. briefly at the New York meet sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will he sold with
C. E. BOMAN.
out further notice at public auction at Town House in said Town, on the first Monday in Dec 21. 1927.
ing of the Maine club.

M1

10

JJ
9

Monday's Lewiston Journal contained interesting editorial comment
on Congressman White’s new com
mittee. It said:

II

♦

'
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Eastern Steamship
Lines, Inc.

OF VINALHAVEN

144-tf

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eutern Standard Tima
Trains Leave Rockland for
Augusta, (7.45 a. m , 13 20 P- m - I2-30 P-

57 89

1' 29

tli.25 p.
Bangor,
(8.25 p.
Boston.

(U.25 p.m.

8 84
25 98
25 98

Brunswick, (7.45 a.m., (2.20 p.m., |2.30p. tn.,
(8.25 p. m.
. „
Lewiston, (7.45 a. m., (2.20 p. m. J2.30 p. m.,
New York, (2.20 p. m„ 12.30 p. m.
Portland, (7.45 a. m., (2.20 p. m.. 12.30 p. m.,
(8.25 p. m.
Waterville. (7.45 a. m.. (2.20 p.m . |2.30p. m,
(8.25 p. m.
Woolwich, (7.45 a. m.. (2.20 p. m , J2.30 p tn.,
(8.25 p. m.
( Daily, except Suoday.
i Sunday only.

21 08

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.

11 29
3 95

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to mange Without Notice)
IN EFFECT OCT. 22. 1927
DAILY. 8VNDAY8 EXCKPTED
VINALHAVEN, STONINGTON AND SWAM’S
ISLAND LINE
8teamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 A. M.,

Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30, Vlnalhaven 8.30, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.45.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
Vinalhaven 2.45, North naven at 3.45, Ston
ington at 5.00; due to arrive at Swan's bland
about 6.30 P. M.
B. H. 8TIN8ON. General Agent.

25 98

50 46

3
3
25
40

95
95
98
66

MIAMI, FLORIDA
the time

February, 1928, at nine o’clock A. M.

3 95

74 94

74
87
11
87
21
25
8
8
8
3

94
18
29
18
08
98
84
84
84
95

Com the dulling coldsnd gw?

uour fiimly a comfortable winter where event out
door Kcreationniag be had including ocean tuthmq
you can luxfor less here them at home-sfop at

HOTEL
TfGA

farm
Illustrated booklet
and raits

H ft. Mase.
Thjpnzlbr

GRALYNN
A beautiful hotel conducted upon
both The American
Emopejn Plans

mi

Saamer Sesor|sM

Churchill mil<nW
PexinereClub
Stamford. N.Y
Open Mag bo
November

151*27

S. The western state of mind
changed.
Out of the Midt
comes today a new sentiment.
No longer does it balk and rear at
subsidy. It has adopted It as
lender. We are going to see for the
first time in a generation a rehablHtati ii of the Subsidy Issue for
shipping: a sensible consideration of
an act for restoration of bur flag in
foreign commerce and a real concern
at the situation as indicated by our
waning foreign merchant-marine
So—there is a deeper significance
in Mr. White’s acceptance of this
great trust and this important duty,
lie kni ws the job; it could not be in
better hands: it magnifies the power
and influence of New England an
sheds new lustre in Maine in Con
gress.

FOUND THE THIEVES

Thursday's Boston Herald said:
Two cashiers in the freight de
partment of the Eastern Steamshin
Lines, Inc., accused of a series of
thefts during the last few months
amounting to more than $20,000,
have been discharged by the com
pany. An audit of their accounts re
sulted in discovery of the alleged
speculations.
Because of rumors of a shortage
ip the company’s funds running in
to tiie hundreds of thousands of
‘liars. Treasurer A. M. Austin of
,l.lie company issued the following

HOTEL

ORMOND BEACH,Florida
c/ln Ideal Realized:cd Beautiful Structure
In a CharnungSctting,
Facing the Ocean —
eddjoining Qolf Links.
cnan
SeleectCl
~lientele

statement:

i1MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATED HOTELS INCORPORATED tf FLORIDA
cAlx operating other Southern Reso-t hotels

THE Gulf STR.EAM-LAnfc WOS7H, FIA.- -THE DOLPHIh,MIAMI, FLA.

THE ALTEREP - DELRAY.FLA......... THE NEW OAKS BARTOW, FLA.
LA CONCHA - ISEY WEST, FLA.- • ■ • FORT SUMTER,CHARLESTON,SXL
Reservations runu Pang made !-s the resident managers

and at the booking offices / the company ■ ■ •
POXtPN MASS.-(MR R F WORTHAM) Il HUNTINGTON AVENUE
NEW YORK “

ASSOCIATED HOTELS INC.-JO WEST yfwSTRitt

CHICAGO - (MR. H K MCEVOY) 206 SO LA SALLE STREET
RCHMONC.UA.- ASSOCIATED HOTELS INC-1210 STATE {.CITY BANK BLOG

J

V

148«H

"In reply to inquiries from the
pi ess regarding rumored shortages
i the accounts of certain employes
of this company wo wish to make
the following statement:
' "Two of our former freight cash
iers in an agency office had been en
gaged in petty theft for the last few
months.
In a recent checking of
their accounts this condition was
discovered.
The amount of the
actual shortage is not of serious mo
ment. and both employes were under
bond.”
Both cashiers were young men,
one being the sole support of his
mother.
The other was married
only last September.
One was nine
years with the company and the
other, six yeaits.
According to
Treasurer Austin they took the
money in small amounts over a long
period, one stealing more than the
other.

Same of Owner

Description of Property

0 46

45 56

Lady Attendant
Tai. Day 450; Night. 711-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

8 84
6 39

740 40

20

17 40

40 66
13 74

Lily Chop Tea ia good Tea.

(Porn.osa)
84
74 94

197 34

Iter. 15. 1327.

Pec. 15-22-29

SHIP YOUR

VEAL, PIGS
lave and Dressed
TO

POULTRY

Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Towxi of North Haven. MaLne, in the .County of
Knox, for the year 1927.
The following list of real estate of non-resident owners in the Town of North
Haven. Maine aforesaid, for the year 1927, committed to me for collection for said Town
on the 'iixtb day of May. 1927, remain unpaid; and notice Is hereby given that If said
taxes with Interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxied
as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold
without further notice at public auction at Crockett’s Hall in said Town, on the fl.irt Monday
In February, 1928. at nine o’clock A. M.
Description of Property

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

TOWN OF NORTH HAVEN

Name of Owner

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 thia firm haa

STATE OF MAINE

ROY €. FISH—Joseph Achorn lot bounded N. by highway. E. by J. F. Davis,
S. by Shattuck lot, W. by Union line. Fitch lot bounded N. by high
way, E. by Achorn lot, W. by Gallop place ....................................................$
17
BURTON FLANDERS—Sivlnburne lot bounded N. by Charles Everett. E. by
highway, S. by W. D. Decoster, W. by W. D. Decoster ...............................
3
DORIS DICK.LRSON—One half of Wellman lot bounded N. by Kdson WeUman,
E. by Muddy pond. S. by Blrdell Hibbert, W. by Alton Wellman ...........
4
GEORGE FLANDERS—Pinkiiam Orchard. Bounded N. by A. E. Johnston. E.
’ by highway, S. by Rosewell Hnkham, W. bv Rosewell Pinkhain ...........
4
CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY ALUANCE, LNC—Ingalls place bounded N. by
highway, E and S. by Mahloon Turner, W. by highway. Bam lot
bounded by Farrar, highway and Lester Black. Pa t of Shattuck lot
bounded N. by A. Lelgher, E. by old Union line, S. by F. Light heirs.
W. by Fred Shattuck. Leeman Lot 50 called bounded on the N. by
F. Light heirs, E. by Sidelinger lot, W. bv W. G. Howard .........................
76
JAME^ CUNNINGHAM—Greenleaf lot bounded N. by Town line, E. by W. W.
Lenfest. S. by Ernest Hannan. W. by Town line ...........................................
3
EVERETT CUNNINGHAM—Ed. Cunningham place bounded on the N. by Gore,
E. by W. H. Smalley. S. by Rose Savage place and highw’ay, W. by
11 85
John 'Marr hel s .......................................................................................................
COPELAND BROS —Part of Lesaner lot bounded N. by G. F. Lessner, E. by
L. T. Marr, S. by Ralph Hibbert, W. by E. L. Spear Co.. Also part of
20 70
Calligan lot .......................................................................................................... ....
LILLA GBOTTON—Howard Farm bounded N by Kennedy lot. E. by Cjtus Jones.
S. bv E. L. .Spear Co. and G. M. Hibbert. W. by old Balla’d line, and
20 70
W. M Staples ...........................................................................................................
26 60
HENRY PLACE—Hiram Evans Farm, so called ............................................................
R A AND T. E. GUSHEE—Bryant lot. bounded N. and E. by Miller lot, 8. by
5 95
G. W. Rhodes, W. by W. A. Bowley....................................................................
L A LAW HEIRS—Part of Lincoln lot, bounded N. by A. O. Sherman. E. by
Mrs. Abner Hill, S. by highway. W. by M. L. Young. Meadow lot
bounded N. by K. E. Ifierpont and C. E. Bartlett. E., 8. and W. by
M. L. Young .............................................................................................................
A. D. MclkONALD—Home place bounded N. by L. D. Cargill, E. by M. G.
Pitcher, S. by Jeffe’son line, W. by C. E. Llttlehale ...................................
FRANK PIERPONT—East lot hounded N by W. S. Johnston, E. by C. E. Bart
lett. S. bv G. W. Gove lot. W. by Luce Bros, and Thomas Butler ...........
J. A. SPROWLE—Clark lot bounded N. by Morrill Brann. B. by W. M. Staples.
S„ by highway. W. by Curtis place ..................................................................
FRED SHATTUCK- Timber lot bounded N by I. C. Powell. E. by W. G. Howard
10 37
and Lucia Wellman, S. by C. E. Vanner, W. by highway .......................
10 38
A <). SE’EAR—Newhall lot and Farrar lot ....................................................................
RALC’H WELLMAN—Alton Wellman lot. bounded N. Alton Wellman. E. by
10 38
highway. S. by Birdell Hibbert. W. by Aiton Wellman ...............................
3 59
JOHN PARLEY—Cottage on Campground ........................................................................
MRS. G. A. EONB8—Home place. Bounded N. by Jackson str-am and Rom
place. E. by stream, S. by C. C. Rivers, W. by H. J. Moore. Bond Field
bounded N. by highway. E. by C. C. Rivers, S. by .lackson stream.
24 G4
W. by highway .........................................................................................................
MRS. G. F. iPEAShhi^ -Lumt^r lot bounded N. by 4. F. Dav»s, E. by Sidney
Humes. S. by E. A. Ligher, W. by J. F. Davis. Part of Slater lot.
7 13
bounded N. and E. by highway, S. and W. by Clarence Moore...................
MORRILL tKANN HEIRS—Bounded N. by Mrs. Joe Hisler and Susan Bragg.
E. by Kenned) lot. S. by J. A. Sprowl, W. by Somerville line. Junes
lot bounded N. by highway, E. by Hisler place. 8. by Newhall place,
W. by Grotton lot .................................................................................. a................
MATTIE J. BUDDUCK—Home place bounded N. by Jackson place. K. by
highway, S. by Frank Folsom, W. by Somerville line ...............................
FRANK BARKER HEIRS—Young lot boimded N. by Danforth lot. E. by Jackson lot. S. by C. W. Clark and Mrs. L. P. Jones ,W. by pond................... <
REVIED1E BURNS—Meadow lot bounded N E. of Medomak River, W. by Geo.
Sprague .......................................................................................................................
ARLINGTON BURNS—Coggon lot bounded N. by J. F. Bums. E. by Medomak
5 95
River, S. by Josiah Sukeforth lot, W. by G. L. Sprague ...........................
121 00
GENE F. BUTLER—Standing timber on Rose Savage place ...................................
THOMAS BUTLER—Part of Pierpont lot bounded N. by Mrs. Manley Pierpont.
41 30
E. by Mrs. Manley Pierpont. S. by Luce Bros., W. by W. F. Hatch ....
A. C. CABANA. Home place. Bounded N. by A. N. Sprague, E. by G. L.
Sprague, IS. by highway and Staples lot. Lelgher lot bounded N. by
62 00
home place. S. by highway, W. by A. E. Jones ...........................................
J. A. CLARK—Home place. Bounded N. by Gore line, E. by Everett Cunning
ham and Girtie Turnfcr, S. by Chas. Savage and Hisler place, W.
by S. Bragg and Gore line........................ .>.......................................................
LEWIS GALLOP HEIRS—Bounded on the N. Fred Folson, It being the Dearbon
place so called .........................................................................................................
SAVAGE AND BRYANT- Mountain lot, bounded N. by J. A. Clark, E. by
Girtie Turner, S. by S. C. Kennedy lot, W. by old BaHard line .............
8 00
LEAL WATSON CAMP .......................................................................................................
4 48
ERNEST HANNAN—Turner lot, bounded N. by H. F. tEvans, E. by old Waldo
line, 8. by Girtie Turner, W. by highway ......................................................
28 80
EARL G. BOYNTON,
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Washington.

Real Eatate
Peraonal Property
Lome Privately
2—Offices—2
Office Houra: 9 A. M. to 5.30 P. M
Lawful Rata of Interest

faithfully aarvad tha fami
lial of Knox County.

Collector of Taxes of the Town of Vinalhaven, Maine.
Amount of Tax Due
Including Interest and
Charges

NO ONE NEED DEPRIVE
Themaalvoz of Thia Servica For
Thia Sarvica la To Meat Any
Financial Naad

16 18

U? b?

Spend
tfaWnter in
Sp

m.
M
(7.45 a. m., f2.20 p. m., J2.3O p. m.,
tn
(7.45 a. m., (2.20 p. in., 12.30 p. m„

Amount of Tax Due
Including Interest and
Charges

DR. H. LEWIS BANKS—Bulk!ings and Lot 6 acres. Value of land $1,600.00.
Buildings $1,400 00. Lind bounded North and South by sho.c. East
)>y land of W. R. Dole, West by land of M. Bowdltch............................... $
108 00
EST WILLIAM THOMAS. ELLA GOULD ADAMS—Buildings and Lot. 40
acres. Value of lund $2,500.00. Buildings $100.00. Land bounded
North and West by shore. 1-ist by land of A. E. Martell, South
31 60
by land of Annie Thomas ....................................................................................
FRANK BEVERAGE,
Collector of Taxes of the Town of North Hiaven, Maine.
No i h Haven. Maine, Dec. 24, 1927.

N. E. Hollis & Co.
Commission Merchants
47-53 North Market Street
37-42 Merchants Row
BOSTON. MASS.
ONE OF THE OLDE8T
ESTABLISHED COMMISSION
HOUSES IN BOSTON
PROMPT RETURNS
Weekly Market Reporta
Mailed Upon Request

Dr. George H. Ingraham
Osteopathic Physician

Graduate of Kirksville School of
Osteopathy
STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Towm of Hope, In the County of Knox, for the
By Appointment Only Tel. 323
year 1927.
Rockland
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the Town of Hope 38 Summer Street

TOWN

OF

HOPE

aforesaid, for the year 1927, committed to me for collection for said Town on the twentysixth day of May. 1927, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that If said taxes with
Interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is suf
ficient to pay ihe amount due therfor, including interest and charges, will be sold without
further notice at pubic auction at Town House In said Town, on the first Monday in
.February. 1928, at nine o’clock A. 'M.

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist

Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
Office Houra: 9 to 12—1 to 5
Amount of Tax Due
Name of Owner
Description of Property
OPEN EVENINGS
Including Interest and
Charges
BY APPOINTMENT
Tel. 1020
T. E. AND R. A. (il’SHBE Isaac Hobbs place, bounded on North by land of J.
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
G. Gath, East and South by land of W. B. Fish, West, Town Road.
<>»ntains four acres. Vinal lot bounded on North by land of W. B.
Fish. East land of W. B. Fish. South by land of .Feed Black, West by
land of F ed Hart Heirs, contains 10 acres.
Brown lot bounded on
North by land of Fred Hart Heirs, East by land of Charles Bicknell
Heirs. South by land of W. B. Fish, West by land of Fred 'Black,
contains 16 acres: Hemenway Pasture, North by Town Road, East
by I. G. Wright, South land of M. B. Hobbs, West by Town Road, con
tains 16 ac es. Total value $900.00 ..............................................................$
41 03
CARL L. MERRIFIELD.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Hope.
December 22, 1927.

TOWN OF APPLETON

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment Only—Tai. 138
35 Limerock St.
Rockland
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson

STATE OF MAINE

Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of Appleton, In the LVnnrty of Knox, for
Dentist
the year 1927.
The following list of taxes on real estate of resident owners in the Town of Appleton,
Rockland
for the year 1927, committed to me for collection, for said town, on the fourteenth day of 400 Main St.
May. 1927, remains unpaid; and notice 1s hereby given that if said taxes, interest and
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
charges a e not previously paid, so much of the real estate taixed as Is sufficient to tmy
the amount due therefor, including Interest and charges, will be »old at public auction at
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to 5
the Town House in said town, (the same being the place where the last preceding annual
Evenings by Appointment
town meeting of said towa was held) on the first Monday of February, 1928, at nine o’clock
AM

YaniCA of Owners

Dcecripfion of Real Estate

Tax on Real Estate

J. E. ROBIX8OX—Hotne place. No. of Acres 10(1. Value 3800 ........................... t
, PHthtl’ PORTER OR OWNER—J. Eastman wood lot.
No of Acres 20
Value $200 ....................
........................................................

9 80
12 25
LYNDON M. JOHNSON.
CWDprtor of T.iwe for <1m> Town of .Vpplcton for the year 1927.
154-S-3

HEIRS OF ALANSON WENTWORTH—Farm.

Pic. 21, 1927

38 20

Value $250.........................................

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.

Residence until 9 A. M., and by
Appointment Telephone 184
THOMASTON, ME.

Every-Other-Day

Page Five

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, December 24, 1927.
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ST. GEORGE

HI-TEST GAS
♦

THE IDEAL WINTER FUEL
Full of Pep and Go
Makes Starting Easy

Mrs. Lilia Hocking and Mrs. Ada
Jenkin were recent business visitors
in Rockland.
Mrs. Rodney Kinney entertained
the Larkin Club Wednesday evening
and a good time was enjoyed. Re
freshments were served. Everyone
regretted the absence of Carolena
and hope it doesn’t occur again.
Mrs. George Rowling has closed
school for the holidays. There was a
fine program and a Christmas tree
with presents for all which were
taken from the tree by Santa himself.
Marie Solberg and Charlotte Caddy
are ill at this writing.
Christmas Program
The following program was well
carried out at the St. George school:
We’come .................................... Myrtle Johnson

Try a Tank Full and Be Convinced

Thurston Oil Co.
104 Park Street

Tel .127

Rockland, Me.

DAVID L. McCARTY
REGISTERED DRUGGIST
DRUGS, SUNDRIES, PATENT MEDICINES, DOCTORS’ ANO
HOUSEHOLD PRESCRIPTIONS

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
PROMPT AND CAREFUL ATTENTION
TEL. 1048-M

606 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

It ia not tha Original
cost, but tha up-keep
that aalla RUDY Furnaeaa. Call ua or coma
in and ask ua about
ths pries of a RUDY
HEATER for your
horns.

SLEEPER BROS.
PLUMBING AND HEATING
246 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

SIMON K. HART
Manufaeturar of Cemetery Work
Cor. Brick and Plaaaant Strssta
ROCKLAND, ME.

Useful Things and Clothes........ Cail Achorn
Christmas Candles For You, Charlotte Caddy
The Longest Day .......................... John Kinney
Mr. Sandman's Visit........ Priscilla Robinson
The Christmas Star .............. Theodore Caddy
A Christmas Carol ................ Wllho Pasanen
Enough For All .......................... Frank Taylor
Naming The Christmas Dolly, Lylola Merrill
VWiy Christmas Comes Late .. (Justin Kinney
Secrets ................................... Eleanor Johnson
Song—G ad ChrLcmas .......................... School
Telling Santa What To Bring .......................
................ Daroid Hoc kings, Leola Robinson
My Say......................................... Alfred Kinney
Christmas Is Coining .................. Sylvia Taylor
Christmas Gifts .............................. Enlo Ojalo
Her Ctirlstmas List .......................... Cora Hilt
Signs of Ch istnias .............. Darold Hockings
The Same Old Santa .... Jeannette Robinson
Not Lettin’ On .............j.... Granville Kinney
Chrietnkastide ................................... Tyne Ojalo
Dialogue—Christinas ....Nine Boys and Girls
Signs of Chrbtmaa ................ Leola Robinson
A Present For Santa ............. Ioanna Robinson
Song—Welcome Glad Christinas Time, School

MP «

SOUTH HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Taylor were in
Portland last week attending State
G. ange.
Mrs. Annie Thorndike and Miss
Phyllis Pickard have gone to Haver
hill for the holidays.
, The Christinas Club is preparing a
program to be given at the Grange
hall Christmas Eve in connection
with the annual tree.
Elden Hannon has moved his fami
ly from Searsmont into the Ernest
Howard house.
Madeline Childs is staying with
Mrs. Etta Waltz.
Melva Littlefield has gone to her
home in Orono for the holidays.
Schools closed last week after a
successful term of 15 weeks. Those
not absent nor tardy for the term
were Albert Hastings. Henry Hast
ings, Edward Doughty, Daniel Bowley, Hope Bowley and Arthur Up
ham.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Robbins are
at W. B. Fish's for the winter.

I* UP
SOMERVILLE

ALL KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIALS
PRICES RIGHT
SERVICE RIGHT
Agents for “BESTWALL” (Tha Beat Plasterboard Mads)
ATLAS PAINTS, MURPHY VARNISHES

W. J. ROBERTSON
THOMASTON, ME.

TELEPHONE 124-3

Wholesome loodt
Tasty Meals

POPULAR PRICES

NEWBERTS
1306 Main Straat

Roekland

Rockland
Marble & Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNING, Prop.
20 Lindsey St.
Rockland
Telephone 681-W

for Rhode Island, including re-elec
tion of Senator Gerry.
New Hampshire, which went for
[Special to The Courier-Gazette]
Woodrow Wilson, is not being lost
Washington, D. C., Decmber 16— sight of by the Democrats, and if in
In two weeks will start a political dustrial degression is present next
year the Democrats will he more
[ear that may go down in history
hopeful. Maine will probably go Re
Is the most exciting New England publican but the intimations that
las participated In this century. By I Senator Hale may have a brisk fight
Ihe same token that Democrats here 1 for renomination, possibly with Gov.
Brewster as his opponent, helps
Ilie last couple jf weeks have picked 1
keep up Democratic courage. Ver
Ip hope regarding New England. ' mont can be counted Republican, al
Ihe Republicans are girding lor ‘ though if Senator Greene, who is
larder battles and the outlook for still in enfeebled health, decides to
pi (at political do,t'gr in that region retire a lively fight for the Republi
the plainer.
can nomination is predicted and
Democratic encouragement
Ims whoever the victor is lie is likely to
steiy arrived in the President's lack the vote-getting power of
atest pronouncement that he does Greene.
lot want renomination, William M.
Assuming, brightly speculate the
Sutler’s withdrawal from the Massa- Democrats, that the treinendoiis help
Ihusetts senatorial race, and the de- of Coolidge's name is removed from
lire of Senator MoLean of Conntcti- the Republican tickets, that the
lut not to seek re-election, coupled powerful influence of McLean’s name
vith the signs that industrial depres- is absent in Connecticut, that Re
lion is touching New England, spe- publican senatorial primary battles
lially the textile industry as evt- in Maine and perhaps in Massachu
feneed in wage cuts and closing of setts. Vermont and elsewhere wil'
nills in Maine and Massachusetts,
disorganize the Republican votes
But without this democratic pre- for elections, that business depres
fiction that New England will fur- sion will spread its sable wings over
llsh many debatable battlegrounds all six states and hence damage the
lext year, there was prospect of ex Republican vote, that two such un
citement enough. Every New Eng- common vote-getters as Walsh in
and House seat will be fought for Massachusetts and Gerry in Rhode
lext year, with the great majority of Island will swell democratic votes in
Ihe Incumbents seeking re-election. those States, and that the prodigi
Every New England state except ously popular Al. Smith will boost
pew Hampshire will elect a senator. the Democratic vote everywhere in
I'wo New Englanders, Tilson of Con New England—well, you can figure it
necticut and Moses of New Hamp- out for yourself, say the unterrifled
Ihire, are receiving some early con- Democrats.
* e e •
llderation as vice-presidential can
didates on a ticket with Hoover, and
It is an intriguing picture that
|thers, tike Governor Browster of can at least be admitted. Indeed, a
ilaine, are understood to be “wlll- good many Republican members of
ngs.“ Last but not least, another the House are doing a bit of worry
Jlew England son must still be given ing. Although the higher offices,
place in the picture. Calvin Coolidge president and senators, will command
not eliminated.
A convention most attention in the public prints,
leadlock can be pictured from which several congressional districts are
he president would be drafted for likely to see hot fights. The Demo
lenomination.
crats hope to pick up some scats.
. • • «
Aside from all battles which have
It—and this is the Democratic been mentioned, there Is room for
Irayer—AI. Smith is made the dem New England political interest and
ocratic standard bearer the stage goings-on in the battle for the Re
|s set for sizzling times.
In such publican
vice-presidential nomin
vent the Democrats would have ation.
Particularly if Hoover is
ome ground for hoping for Massa- nominated. Congressman Tilson of
husetts, Including the re-election of Connecticut, Floor Leader of the
enator 'Walsh; for a close fight in House, Is getting quite a boom as
bonnectlcut, particularly if McLean Hoover's
running mate.
Among
loes not run again; and for hopes those who have voiced approval of

FROM WASHINGTON

J. B. Brown passed the weekend
at Wepk’s Mills.
Miss Marie Turner Is at home from
Erskine Academy and Fred L.
Turner from Hartland for the Christ
mas vacation.
Cleveland Colby has moved his
family into the house formerly occu
pied by A. R. Colby.
C. W. Evans is cutting cord wood
assisted by F. A. Turner and James
Pelton.

VINALHAVEN
W5” tr*

■jzizmzian

uzizizraarJ

Floods are getting to be a habit
up here at the High School. Last
Wednesday morning, after one period
of school, Principal Verrill an
nounced rnat the students were dis
missed for the rest of the morning
because the fires had been put out.
I guess I'll have to turn the fire room
into a sw imming pool.

• • « •

There are going to be two real
battles when the R. H S. Orange
Streaks tackle the Westbrook and
Portsmouth High quintettes in the
spring. They play Westbrook here,
and believe me, when that game
starts I’ll be right in the front row
screeching at the top of my voice.
• • • •
You know I believe most people
think that girls get better ranks than
boys. According to recent statistics
given by Mr. Verrill, this is not true.
Following is a list of pupils who have
a rank of 90 percent, or over, in each
study for the first quarter. I was
surprised to find that of tho 21
pupils named, 15 are buys and six
are girls. Post graduate: Virginia
Snow.
Seniors:
Marion
Davis,
Norma Hutchinson, Catherine Jor
dan, John McInnis, Irene Weymouth,
Wesley Wasgatt, Cecil IWltham.
Juniors: Lloyd Clark. Jerome Cum
mings. Sophomores: Kennedy Crane,
Jr., Robert Gregory, Frederick Hall,
William
Rounds, Annette Segal.
Freshmen: Charles Bicknell. Waiter
Gay, Alvary Gay, Bartholomew l’ellicane,
Richard
Stoddard,
Myron
Sprague. The following have an av
erage of 90 percent or over in their
studies. The names in the preceding
list are not lepeated: Seniors: Etta

THE ROSEWAY
BEAUTY SHOPPE
The Latest Methods for Every
thing That Milady Desiree
Expert Attendants
MISS DOROTHY CROCKETT
15 Limerock St.
Roekland
Phone 1069

Brown. Elizabeth Duncan, Donald
Haskell, Dorothy McLennon, Elmer
Montgomery. Juniors: Pearl Cohen,
Beatrice
Powers,
Bertha
Tarln.
Sophomores:
None.
Freshmen:
Marion Weymouth, Cynthia Whsgatt,
Lillian Reed, Thelma Blackington,
Alton Wiotton, Rodney Murphy.
* • • *
Sentence on the black board:
“Pershing was a great general."
Sophomore: “Is ‘Pershing' a par
ticiple?"
• • * «
I'm as hoarse as I can lie this week.
It seems as though every person in
school, from the freshmen to tiie fac
ulty, lias a cold. I tlifnk I got mine
from Miss Young. I was in tier
room Tuesday listening to liar ex
plain about “the hypotonuse and the
adjacent angle," between coughs, and
1 think I caught it then.
• • • «
Well. Christinas vacation started
last iFr’day, and so we have a rest
for couple of weeks. I don't know
whether the readers of Tiie CourierGazette like r.y column or not. I
wish you’d drop me a line addressed
to Kippi Ki Yi. care of Atwood Levensaler. Rockland High School, and
he’ll give the letter to nte at the next
Press Club meeting. Just tell me
whether you like my work or not, and
why. i’d be real thrilled to get some
“fan" letters for Christmas presents.
You know, it is a hit of work, after
all, to get this out every week, and
even a cat likes appreciation. Merry
Christmas.

W? WP
ENGLISH WIDELY SPOKEN
English Is the most widely spoken
European language. It is estimated
that 160,000,000 people speak English.
German, Russian, and French come
next, being spoken by about 110,000,000, 100,000.000 and 70,000,000 people
respectively.
Spanish and Italian
are spoken by about 50,000,000 each.
Chinese leads ail the world in Ihe
number of individuals by whom it is
spoken. Roughly speaking, 400,000,000 fceopte speak Chinese in its va
rious, dialects.—The Pathfinder.

STOP WORRYING

UP UP

Let us make your Tires 100% Safe

SWAN'S ISLAND

USED TIRES, REBUILT TIRES AND SECONDS
Good As New With Miles of Wear— Marvelous Low Prices

Mrs. Stanley Newhall is able to
return home after being in a hospital
in Massachusetts for several weeks.
Myron Sprague, Lawrence Rowe,
Malon Holmes and Bernice Smith
are home for the Christmas vacation.
Henry Tinker was accidentally
shot in the hip by a playmate, Sat
urday. He was taken to Stonington
by the tug Eugenia Spofford and
later to Rockland and it is reported
that he is doing well.

UP UP
For over half a century Hardesty
Peerless has signified the best high
patent flour that can be milled—
adv.
124-S-tf

the proposal are two California con
gressmen, a Tennessee congressman
and Bascom Slemp, former secre
tary to Coolidge. Senator Moses of
New Hampshire, who has been men
tioned, must he reckoned with as a
vice presidential aspirant If he wants
tiie honor. The same with Gov. Ful
ler of Massachusetts.
Governorship fights have not been
mentioned. They will add to the
general melee. Complexity and intetrest will likewise be added by the
Coolidge die-hards, and there are
many of them, who will work and
talk for a Coolidge re-nominatipn.
Confusion, announcement of candi
dacies and issues, and fireworks
should come into their own mighty
soon.
e • • •
Herbert Robinson, keeper of the
Pemaqtiid Light Station, has been
ifficially commended by the Commis
sioner jjf Lighthouses for meritor
ious services rendered in saving of
ife and property. On Nov. 5 an
18-year old boy. was washed off the
oeks into a heavy sea near the
Pemaqtiid Light and drowned. Rob
inson rescued the boy’s aunt and
uncle who were also washed off the
"oeks. It was impossible to save the
8oy because he was not seen after
the sea struck him.
Captain H. M. Ingalls of the light
house tender "Hibiscus" has been
commended for tiie assistance ren
dered in connection with the rescue
of a disabled motor boat In Jericho
Bay. He also rendered assistance
to the disabled motor boat Josephine
II in West Penobscot Bay.
Mrs. Ida M Wade has been ap
pointed postmaster at Hudson, Pe
nobscot County, to take the place
of Ashley D. Rogers who was re
moved.

• « « •

Senator Arthur Gould left Thurs
day evening for his home in Presque
isle where he plans to spend the two
weeks Christmas vacation voted by
Congress.
(When he returns to
Washington his family will accom
pany him and reside in the North
umberland
apartments
on
New
Hampshire avenue Former residents
of Maine greeted with enthusiasm
the address delivered by Senator
Gould before the Maine Association
of New York last week. Numbers of
letters are received every day com
plimenting the Senator upon his pic
ture of Maine in the past and pres
ent. Tiie Senator and his wife have

KNOX RUBBER FUSING CO.
15 WASHINGTON STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

J(eep£ancl^/iandii<!

Rev. Edwin Jenkins of Millinocket
has accepted a call as pastor of
Union church and with his family
will arrive here Dec. 29. He will
begin Ills church work Sunday, Jan.
1, preaching both morning and eve
ning. There will be special music
by the choir and soloists.
Marguerite Chapter, O. E. S., Iield
its regular meeting Monday night,
with buffet lunch served by commit
tee, Mrs Frank Mullen, Flora Brown,
Rose Matlutison, followed by a
Christmas tree witli joke gifts for all.
E. M. Hall, as 'Santa Claus interpret
ed the part in his usual original man
ner. Tiie committee for the Christ
mas tree was Mrs. Beulah Drew as
sisted by Kitty Webster, Hiima
Webster and Marie Tcele. A sur
prise birthday cake was presented
Past Patron L. E. Williams in honor
of ills anniversary which fell on that
date. The cake was made by Mrs.
Mary L. Arey and Mr. Williams very
generously shared it with the conipa ny.
There will be a community Christ
mas tree at Union church Friday
evening at 6.30 o'clock
Mrs. Stephen Gould of Auburn is
the guest of her parents Mr. and
Mrs. Porter Lawry.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Blake who have
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Raymond left Monday for their
home in Camden.
Mrs. Arthur L. Pierce left Monday
for Marlboro, Mass., called there by
the illness of her mother Mrs. Sawin.
Mrs. Charles' E. Young, Ethel
Young and Luella Holmes, returned
Wednesday from a few days’ visit
In Rockland.
Tiie boys and girls have enjoyed
skating tiie past week at the School
street ball ground which through the
cfTorts of tiie Boy Scouts and their
leader Archie Beggs, lias been over
flowed and put into shape.
Harold Arey has returned from tiie
University of Maine to spend the holi
days with his parents, Mr. and Ms.
Arthur Arey.
Miss Louise Libby Is hjme from
Boston for the Chris’mas recess.
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge held
a rehearsal Wednesday night.
Mrs. Herbert Patrick left Thurs
day for Portland where she will p iss
the holiday with her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Chilles. Gertrude
Vinal will substitute for her at the
telephone office.
Glennis Coombs is clerking at Filieid's store during the ho’idays.
The sewing club met with Mrs. E.
L. Glidden Wednesday night.
Charlotte Dyer of Thomaston is the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Ilussell
Whitmore.
The Variety Club met witli Mrs.
Walter Ingerson Wednesdaj- evening
A feature of the meeting was the
Christmas tree with Herbert Payson
as Santa Claus. A beefsteak supper
was served.
Doris Lane of Friendship is tiie
guest of Margaret Winslow.
Hiima Bradstreet of Rockland Is
the guest of her grandmother. Mrs.
Quincy MaRor.
Kenneth Black of Pennsylvania and
sister Virginia who has been teach
ing at West Hartford, Conn., are
expected this week to spend the holi
days with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. S. Black.
Frank Booth left this week for New
York.
Lueila Holmes who has been the
guest for two weeks of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles E. Young, left Thursday for
her home at Swans Island.
At the special town meeting held
Thursday night in Town hall, Thaddeus Creed was elected selectman.

5 Cents—JITNEY BAR—5 Cents

In India a native has to drink a
pint of his own brew before offering
it to his neighbors. A smilar proced
ure in. this country would soon elimi
nate the bootleggers.—New York
Evening Post.

A REAL LUNCH FOR A NICKEL

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN
ROCKLAND, ME.

•

'

TELEPHONE 359

been invited to attend a dinner at the
home of General Lord on the night of
Jan. 8.
• * • •

grain, and feed losses to $29,907.
Nearly $145,000 worth of fuel, food,
furniture and clothing was destroyed.
Losses of miscellaneous farm appurat $65,348.
The appointments of 23 Maine tanences are estimated
• • • e
postmasters who were recommended
Tliree new committee assignments
by Congressmen some time ago, have
been confirmed hy the Senate. Fred for the Beventietih Congress have
A. Pitts to be postmaster at Damar been made to Maine’s Senators, ac
cording to the assignments approved
iscotta is one of the number.
by the Republican caucus and sub
• • • •

Agricultural losses totaled $1,350.000 as a result of the New England
flood with comparatively small dam
age outside Vermont, the United
States Department of Agriculture re J
ports in view of a survey just com
pleted by the Vermont Extension
Service and the Federal Crop report
ing board.
The greatest damage outside Ver
mont wap at Becket, Mass., where a
dam broke on a branch of the Westfield River above tiie town. There
is. however, very little agriculture In
that district. Along the Westfield,
and Connecticut Rivers in Massachu
setts and Connecticut, some tobacco
hanging in the sheds was repelled hy
the waters and destroyed. Possibly
about 500 acres of tobacco was af
fected in tins manner, according to
the report.
The losses cover farm lands, liuildings, livestock, crops, fuel, food and
household supplies. It is estimated
that approximately 2000 head of
cattle were drowned in tiie flood In
addition to large numbers of poul
try, hogs, and sheep. Nearly 700
farms were affected in some degree
by the flood, fully 7,000 acres of land
being damaged to some extent, vary
ing from only slight erosion to cov
erage with several feet of sand and
gravel.
. J
'l Pi'll
Many acres of the best meadows
along the overflowed rivers will prob
ably not he productive for many
years to come. In many places the
water completely covered houses,
barns and farm buildings.
The farm area damaged liy tiie
flood is estimated at 7,056 acres, val
ued at $351,793. One hundred and
eighty-seven farm houses, valued at
$146,695, were destroyed; 200 barns
valued at $183,470; and 257 other
farm buildings valued at $79,135.
Losses of farm tools and implements
totaled $68,175. Approximately 2,000
head of cattle, valued at $150,000
were lost, and poultry, hogs, sheep
and horses worth $29,251. Hay and
silage losses amounted tu $82,424, and

mitted to the United States Senate.
In addition to his committee mem
bership of the Sixty-ninth session.
Senator Gould has been assigned to
the committees on agriculture and
forestry and on immigration, and
Senator Hale has been given memi hnrship in tiie committee on expenI fibres in the executive departments.
Senator Hale, in addition to his
! new committee, will serve as a mem

14039-B

GRANITE ROCK BOTTLING WORKS
•

MANUFACTURERS OF BEVERAGES

ACME OF PURENESS
WEST ROCKPORT, ME.

TRUCK COVERS
Waterproof

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
TEL. CAMDEN 152-3

FREE
Drive in and have a radi

This is the season when you need

ator shield attached Free

Truck Covers and Tarpaulins

We Build Them on Short Notice
Prices As Low As Quality Goods

while they last, and have
your alcohol tested.

Permit-

Call or Write

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO-, INC.

Knox County

Motor Sales Co.
583 Main Street

JOHN M. RICHARDSON, Mgr.

17 WILLOW ST.

TEL. 832-R

Rockland

Tel. 333

FORD SALES AND SERVICE

C. W. LIVINGSTON
MANUFACTURER OF AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS
AGENT FOR HARVEY BOLTLESS SPRING—GUARANTEED

GENERAL REPAIR WORK

148 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

RUGS AND CARPETS
SHAMPOOED
Send U» One For Trial
Let Us Show You What Fine
Results Wa Can Attain

PEOPLES LAUNDRY
Limerock Street

Phons 170

Manufacturer of

Auto Truck Bodies and
Carriages
Painting, Repairing and Building
of Wheel Work

ABRAM W. NYE
515 Main Street

Phone 585

I. LESLIE CROSS
Test the Three Branches of Our Business

CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIRING
THERE'S SOMETHING FOR YOU TO GAIN BY DOING SO
UNEXCELLED SERVICE
442 MAIN 8TREET
TEL. 494-R
ROCKLAND, ME.

“MAINE LOBSTERS ARE BETTER”
RACKLIFF & WITHAM
DEALERS IN ALIVE LOBSTERS
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
ATLANTIC WHARF
TELEPHONE 702
OPP. STANDARD OIL CO.

WE CATER ESPECIALLY TO TOURISTS

M. E. WEBBER

CROCKETT’S GARAGE

Strictly Fresh Fish Only

Service All Makes

Cor. Water & Ocean Sts. Rockland

Telephone 276-W

ber on tiie committee on appropria
tion, the committee on rules, and
will be chairman of the committee
on naval affairs.
Senator Gould will have member
ship in the committees on commerce,
the District of Columbia, on m infactures, on public buildings and
grounds, and in his new committees
on agriculture and forestry and on
immigration.
Griffin.

Guaranteed
ROCKPORT, ME.

| Granges In every part of the counI try are taking a strong stand
' against gambling devices of every
sort at tiie agricultural fairs this
' fall, and at many of the latter these
I features will lie lacking for the first
i time, due to the heavy pressure exert
ed by the Grange organization.

l’ity the man who never works. He
has no vacation to look forward to.

(j

14LQl____

The plans of this fins home may ba obtained at our office together with cost estimates and complete building information

BUILDING SUPPLIE8
LUMBER, SHINGLES, PAINTS

W. H. Glover & Co.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

CONTRACTORS A BUILDERS
TELEPHONE 14
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in Congress Has Important
o'clock special music by the quar
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Wills probated: George 11. Starrett
times. Six words make a linetet assisted by Miss Bertha Luce,
late of Rockland. Emma R. Starrett
Duties.
Rockland High.
violin. The quartet will sing "The
Exx.: George K. Merrill, late of
Lost and Found
first Christmas Morn" by Newton,
Rockland. Lena E. Merrill, Exx.:
AA'iih Congress gradually getting
and “O Little Town of Bethlehem,”
The basketball season for Rock
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four more pending.
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REFlrilSHING CARS by spray system, an
Special Christmas Eve services at
Maddocks,
Ella
L.
Maddocks,
Exx.;
• • • •
Mrs. Isabelle Eoothby has returned
color; storage. J. A. STEVENS & SON, Me
vancing. The lower section of the
St. Thomas Church Dee. 24 at 11.30
Ada F. Clarry. Edward II. Clarry
Bi-omlna: IIous“‘of late Georgia
Loud St. Tel. 241-M or 13-M.
130*1324
In the Industrial League last night from Boston.
tank is in place and being riveted. o’clock. Organ recital and first euAdmr.;
Charles
S.
Robbins,
Carrie
Bucknam.
Centrally located at
Friends of Harold Clark are
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods a
C. M. P. No. 2 defeated Caslon Press
The goodwill of the Lawrence
charist of Christmas. Music by a three points out of four, while C. M. pleased to learn that he has success S. Kpbbins, Exx.
the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mai
Park and Union; rent reasonable;
Poi Hand Cement Co. is shown in a
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 131-t
Petitions to determine inheritance
choir of boys and girls.
rooms now occupied. An excep
P. No. 1 divided honors with the fully passed ihe examination for
large illuminated Christmas tree with
William H. Broadhead superinten
tax
filed
for
notice:
Estates
Melzar
tional opportunity to acquire a
Federals. The scores will appear in druggist before the State Board of
a Merry Christmas sign on one side
-ROCKLAND, MAINE
ayson, N. B. Eastman. Adn«v; Ida
dent of the Camden woolen mill is
For Sale
“going business” at a small invest
examiners in Augusta.
and A Happy New Year on the
Tuesday's issue.
M. Miller, Frank B. Miller, Exr.
in Boston on business.
e
•
•
•
147Stf
ment.
A
most
enjoyable
evening
was
other.
FOR SALE—Live Bah. Can send parct
Petition for license to se'.lreal es
Miss Louise Codman will entertain
post within about 12 hours. THOMAS F18J;
News has been received of the ar
The closest game of the season was passed by the Bridge Club ,at the tate granted:
Estates Jennie I1’.
the Monday Club at “The Locusts"
MARKET, Rockland.
154-15
home of Mrs. Nellie Boggs when Mrs.
rival Dec. 18 of a baby daughter at
bowled
at
the
Star
Alleys
Thursday
Charles
T.
Smalley
Monday. Jan. 2.
FOR
SALE—Furniture,
bedroom seO
Kate Flint and Mrs. Lena Benner as Libby, Jennie F. Bdcklfn, Admx.;
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
night,
when
the
Stratton
team
de

chairs, tables, etc., from summer home of th
Dr. Sarah L. Wetherhee arrives to
Attorney for the Estate
sisted the hostess in entertaining. Leila S Payson. George F. Taylor.
Parker (Viola Jones) at 1004 Eastern
late R. S. Fuller. Fine clean goods In first
day from Boston to spend the Christ feated the Peaslee team 1034 to 1033 Mrs. Helen Benner and Mrs. Bessie Admr.; Norntan K. Burns, Genora E.
class condition. Gan be seen at COURIER
avenue. Schenectady, N. Y. The lit
Orff
was
high
gun
with
a
three-string
417
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
mas holidays with Mr. and Mrs. Wil
Burns,
Admx.
GAZETTE
BUILDING
1534
Kuhn were prize winners. Luncheon
tle newcomer has been christened
total of 321.
•etltions for license to sell real esliam L. Tyler.
FOR SALE—Holstein cow, 4 years old. 1
included the following menu: Fruit
Natalie Brooks.
The regular meeting of Seaside
quarts of milk a day, price $65. ERNEST I
If you want your friends and rel
cocktail, chicken patties, whipped po ate filed for notice: Estates Esther
Special Christmas music will be
STARRETT, Warren. Tel. 1-13.
152-15
Victoria Haapanen, Aaron Haapanen
Chapter, O, E. S., will be held Mon
atives to be healthy this winter,
tato.
olives,
celery,
jelly
r
bread
and
given at the Baptist Church morning
ROCKPORT
FOR SALE—Five cows ready to freshet
day evening and there will be work
buy a keg of Sauer Kraut.
butter sandwiches,' Mrs. Tliurlow’s Guardian*, Ernest L. Whitney, et al,
and evening. At the evening service
Apply
to
H.
B.
KALER,
Washington.
Mt
Mrs. Andrew Huntley is the guest harlequin ices, angel cake and coffee. »s!e M. Whitney, Guardian.
on several candidates.
Tel. Washington 5-25.
153*15
a Christmas cantata, "The Star of
2/2 Gallon Kegs ....... $2.50
Petitions for guardian filed and
There will be a Christmas Eve ball of Mr. and Mrs. George Huntley dur
A most interesting musjeut J‘V°Bethlehem” by F. Flaxington Harker,
FOR SALE—Pair of black mares welghta
granted: Estates Esther Victoria
in the opera house Saturday night, ing the holidays.
4 Gallon Kegs ....... $3X0
about 1199, good workers and drivers. Appl
gram was given at the la.<t*n^N?iing
will be given, assisted by an orches
Aaron
Mrs. G. R. Viles is at the Com of the Woman’s Club. The hostesses Haapanen of Friendship,
and a Christmas Night dance Dec. 26.
to H. B KALER, Washington, Me. Tel. 5-2T
tra led by Kirkpatrick.
153*151
Can send it Anywhere in the
Miss Ruth Thomas of Saco Is vis munity Hospital Camden for treat were the program committee. Mrs. Haapanen. Guardian: Ralph A. pos
Morning
.
ter of Rockport. Marion Foster Cook
FOR SALE—Five-tube Stundardyne radl
United States
Anthem—The Lord Is t’onie ............. Hostner iting her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank ment.
Mary C. Hovey, Mrs. Emma Trow
set. complete with tubes. Cost over $401
Joshua N. Tibbetts who has been
H. Thomas.
•
Quartet—The Night Song of Bethlehem
bridge Potter and Mrs. Lottie Lovell. luardian.
will sell for $25. All in good condition. A
Petition for distribution filed for
........................................ Dudley Buck
Miss Bertha Clason of the High the guest of Ills mother, Mrs. Marla Mrs. Irene Gross played two piano
F. LAMB, 297 Main St. Tel. 69-J.
152-15
Response—Holy Night .................................... School faculty Is spending the holi Tibbetts has returned to Winnenotice: Estate Melzar Payson, N. 15.
FOR SALE—Finest nonce meat. A flttin
Quartet—Angels from the Realms of Glory
solos “The Last Smile’’ by VollerEDWIN
ADEAN
Eastman, Admr.
gance.
climax of Christmas or New Year’s dlnnei
.................... .............. .. John B. Marsh days in Gardiner.
haupt and “Papillons d’ Amour" by
Call 67-M early to avoid the last minut
Petition for distribution granted:
Evening
Miss Marion Ingraham is at home
Miss Alice Keene who is teaching
ROCKLAND, MAINE
sAutt. With Mrs. Lovell she also
rush or write RALPH P. CONANT & SO>
Prelude—Twilight Hours ..................... Paulsen in Machias is passing the holidays from Gorham
Estate Ann D. Cook, Everett W
Normal School to
South,
Hope, Me.
152-15
gave two duets, “Through Valley,
Orchestra—Selection of Christmas Songs ar
Telephone 1181M
AT HIGHEST MARKET
Cook, Admr.; Carrie E. Melvin, Hen
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. L. pend the holidays with her parents,
ranged by Seredy................................ Tocaher
i
'
Through Forest” by S»dil and
FOR SALE—(German police dog, 11 month
145S164
PRICES
Christmas solo ..................................
Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham
ry V. Melvin. Admr.
Keene.
old. male, pedigreed, kind. TEL. 26-11 Thom
’Happy Bride" by Heist. Miss Wr.inJune Creighton
Petition for confirmation of trustee
Erling Heistad of Lebanon, N. H..
Miss Jeanette iStahl of Bates Col
aston.
152*15
Stilp us yolrr acrummulitlon. Conces Simmons t.trg in excellent voice
Orchestra—Drifting ................................ Strubex
alznnients
held
seven
days
and
if
our
ranted: Estate Alice Sullivan, Annie
lege is visiting her parents, Mr. and Trygve Heistad of Vanceboro and
FOR SALE—Vlctrola and ten records, pric
£ Cantata—The Star of Bethlehem .
a group of songs, “When You Look in M. Mank, Trustee.
Call
170
.ablation
is
unsatisfactory,
we
relurn
$20. TEL. 10-.'i2 Union, Me.
152*15
Miss Gudrun Heistad who is attend
.......... F. Flaxington Harker Mrs. John Stahl.
your furs and l’AY ALL CARTAGE
the Heart of t Rose," "Memories"
« • • ,
Petition for confirmation cf trustee
ing Normal School in Keene, N. H..
There will be a dance at Megun
FOR SALE—Thoroughbred Rhode Islan
EXPENSES.
People’s Laundry
and “She’s the Daughter of Mipther filed for notice: Estate Walter F.
Red cockeye’s, also pullets, beauties. To b
ticook Grange hall this (Saturday) are spending Christmas with their
Called For Within City Limitr
17 Limerock Street
Virginia L. Peabody
Machree.” Mrs. Louise Miller, wear Lyford, naming Minnie A. Lyford,
sold at once, very reasonable. Call at 12
evening.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. Heistad.
Phone 226-M
We-de all kinda of Laundn THOMASTON ST., City.
152*15
ing
a
fetching
Spanish
costume
sang
A clipping of recent date from a
There will be a Christmas party
Trustee.
Thomas Dodge of the U. S. S. Wy
Work.
Family
Washing
,
FOR SALE—130 It. I. Reds, pullets layin
Boston paper sent by a friend to oming arrived from Philadelphia this afternoon at the Methodist ves "Juanita,” and in dainty Colonial
Accounts allowed: Estates George
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rougl 50 per cent; four 269 Buffalo Incubator
Miss Harriet G. Levensaler reads as Wednesday to spend the holidays try for the Sunday school scholar? garb “Love's Old Sweet Song.” the G. Delano, first and final, 11. A. De
Rear 456 Main St.
Rockland
Dry.
Finish Flat Wort- 3. coal brooder stoves, 1 two horse cultlvatoi
follows: "Funeral services for Miss with relatives In Camden.
1 express wagon, three seats, 1 U. S. creat
from 1 to 4.30 o’clock. Games will atmosphere being made more effec lano. Exr.; Alice W. Ward well, sec
Shirts, Collars.
separator, 1 sleigh. 1 spray pump and sevens
tive
by
candlelight.
Refreshments
Virginia L. Peabody who died at Iter
ond and final, A. Walter Wardwell,
Stephen L. Gushes of the Young- be enjoyed and refreshments served
other articles. Also 35 tons of good hay
Were
served
by
the
hostess.
T
hu
next
home 86 Revere road, Quincy, yes Adams Stock Company arrived Fri
Guardian; Rosa A. Kajander, first
fter which groups of young people
WILLIS A. MOODY, R D. 1. Warren, Me.
Telephone Connection
terday afternoon will be held at day from Quebec and will pass the will visit the homes of shut-ins, sing meeting will be held with Jit* $’■ B tnd final, Ida Salo, Admx.: Fred S.
151*15
Christ church tomorrow at 2.30 holidays with his parents, Mr. and ing Christmas carols and distribut Mayo Dec. 30.
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Rhodes, first and final, Lottie C.
FOR SALE—1926 Dodge sedan, mechanl
Gilchrest
o’clock. Miss Peabody was born in Mrs. Thomas Gushee.
cally perfect, four new tires, and many extra.4
Rhodes, Guardian; JosefUt M. Davis,
ing fruit and dainties.
$249 when car is delivered, and balance oi
Thomaston, Maine 89 years ago. Al
Monumental Workr
first, Mina M. Rines, Exx : Ann D.
Arthur Dean and family were
Services at the Methodist church
WEST
ROCKPORT
PLUMBING,
HEATING
easy terras. If interested write BOX 244
though she lived for a number of awakened early Friday morning by tomorrow will endeavor to exalt the
Cook,
first
and
final,
Everett
AV.
Rockland.
1454
Miss Grace Barker of Spruce Head
Main Street
years in Boston, she had been a resi a chimney fire at their residence in birth of the Child Jesus. In the
106 Pleasant St.
Rockland
Cook,
Admr.;
Dorothy
E.
llallen,
and
Miss
Bernice
Parker
of
Augusta
FOR
SALE
—
The
Utility
Sleeve
Co.,
estab
Thomaston, Maine
dent of Quincy for 22 years. She the Belfast road and it was some morning Rev. B. F. Johnson will
llshed 1902, makers of the famous “Kee
Telephone 244-W
first and final, Adolph B. Anderson.
leaves a sister Mrs. Minnie Howes time before the blaze was extin preach on "Is Christmas a Failure? are guests of Mr. .and Mis. F. L. Guardian: James S. Hall, first and
Kleeti Ktiff.” A money maker for the righ
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Parker
for
the
weekend
and
Christ
party. CALL 186-R after 6 p. m.
145*t
with whom she made her home."
guished.
final, Sadie .Al. Cobb, Exx.; Elizabeth
The evening service will be in charge mas holiday.
Miss Peabody united with the Bap
FOR
SALE
—
Dry
fitted
wood
and
furnac
Mrs. George Curtis and daughters of the Sunday School and a varied
Bert Andrews who has been con M. Sturgis, first and final, Russell
wood. W. L. OXTON, West Rockport. Te
tist church In Thomaston, July 4, of Woodbury, N. J., arrived in town program has been arranged including
Camden 152-4.
1414
fined to his house by illness is now Sturgis j,and Arthur Sturgis, Exi s
1863, and though for many years Thursday night, called here by the
Minnie
E.
Nute,
first
ami
final.
Liz

"Let Earth Receive Her King."
able to he out again.
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGE:
carried on the list as a "non-resi critical illness of Mr. Curtis who
and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar
“Seeking at the Manger” will be
John Andrews is home from Bos zie B. MeCorrlson, Exx.; Ezra E
dent” member maintained her inter came to Camden to attend the fu
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Writ
Barrows, first and final, Frank H.
the subject from which Rev. J. L. ton for the holiday.
us what you want. ORRLN J. DICKEY. Bel
est In the welfare of the church.
Ingrahailf, Public Admr.: Elia J.
neral of his mother Mrs. Maria Wilson, the pastor will speak at the
fast.
Maine.
1314
Christmas
tree
and
concert
are
to
Miss Levensaler related to the cor Curtis.
Baptist church Sunday morning be held tonight (Saturday)- at the Jarvis, first and final, Frank A.
FOR SALE—Eight room bouse at 12
respondent an Interesting item in
Richardson, Admr.; Ada F. Clarry
Sunday evening there will be exer church.
Rankin St. with 10 acre* of land and tw
the lives of the two sisters which
barns. EDWARD J. HELLIER. Tel. <5-M.
cises by the church school appro
The Christmas entertainment given first and final, Edward H. Clarry
took place when they were small
________________ _________
<T<tf
WARREN
priate to Christmas.
by the school under direction of their Admr.; Alice Sullivan, first and final
children.
Their home was on Knox
CASH
PAID
FOR
GOOD
TRADES
FOR SALE -Dry, hard, fitted cord and jun
Young folks’ night will he observed
Monday evening there will be an teacher M ss Marion Hardy at the Annie M. Mank. Exx.; Paul A. Jones
street opposite Miss Levensalcr’s by 'Warren Grange next Tuesday
wood.
T.
J.
CARROLL.
Tel.
263-21
Rock
old fashioned Christmas tree with Engine hall Friday was a very sue first and final, Emma L. Jones Guar
land. P. O. Thomaston.
131-t
present residence. About one o’clock evening with an appropriate pro
singing and recitations by the dif cessful affair. Candy and pop corn dian: Charles S. Robbins, first and
in the morning fire was discovered gram. All patrons desiring a jolly
ferent classes and a play will be were on sale at the close of the en final, Carrie S. Robbins. Exx.: Alice
ACCOUNTS DUE
in the house occupied by the Peabody
To Let
time are invited. One feature of the given by the Girl Scouts under the tertainment and with the money re W. Wardwell, first and final, Alice
family. Capt. Levensaler ran across occasion will be a Christmas tree
W.
Karl,
Admx.;
Carrie
E.
Melvin,
direction
of
Miss
Beulah
Lane.
TO
LET
—
Large
front room, at 37 Spring Of
ceived from the small admission fee
and breaking in the door ascended
All accounts due the V. F. Studley, Inc., furniturd store
Inquire of ROSCOE STAPLES at fiimpeon i
and each member attending is re
a nice little sum was netted for the first and final, Henry V. Melvin,
the stairs to the chamber in which
Staples’.
154*K{Admr.
quested to bring a present worth not
or due me personally, should be Paid At Once at the
they were sleeping and taking them
The real-estate firm that refuses benefit of the Mt. Pleasant School
TO LET—Two houses without mdoern im
EsAccounts filed and allowed
more than ten cents. A sociable will
Improvement
League.
into ills arms carried them- out and
provements.
Rent
only
$12
a
month.
FRED
to hire flappers and employs none
old store.
follow the meeting.
The Tuesday Club met this week lates Laura. J. Bowley, first anil final.
BRICK WALTZ, 163 Broadway. Tel. 392-M
to his home. The house was de
but elderly women deserves to be
Evelyn
B.
Vining,
Admx.;
Fannie
A.
152-15
UP UP
stroyed.
congratulated upon its ability to dis with Mrs. Elsie Munsey, Mrs. Marie
TO LET—Furnished apartments on Grov
You need only one kind of flour tinguish between them.—New York Bisbee as hostess. A Christmas tree Heald, first- and final, Edward C.
MP
Payson.
Admr.;
Emma
L.
Clark,
first
St.
COBB-DAVIS.
153*15
when you have 'HARDESTY PEER Evening Post.
was a feature of the evening.
TO LET—Tenement above Home Method
FRIENDSHIP
LESS—adv.
124-S-tf
Mrs. Sidney Andrews returned and final, Ralph U. Clark. <Xdmr.
Telepho ne 1080
Kitchen. Suitable for small boarding houst
Accounts filed for notice: Estates
Rockland
Frank Poland lias gone to Newhome last week from Knox Hospital
Splendid location ; Main street entrance. Ap
Octavia
A.
S.
Cramer,
first
and
final,
110-tt
York to spend the winter with his
and is steadily gaining.
ply at the BAKBRY, corner Lindsey St.
Ensign Otis, Admr.; Charles S. Kit
__________________________
J753-15 TOWN OF WARREN
mother.
tredge,
first
and
final.
Annie
R.
Kit

TO LET Two light housekeeping rooms a
The funeral services o.f John C.
STATE OF MAINE
Tp E limina/te Your
tredge, Exx.: Melzar Payson, first
34 FULTON ST. Tel. 733-M.
153-15
Morse were held Thursday afternoon
Unpaid taxes no lands situated In the Town of Warren, in the County of Knox, for the
and final, X. B. Eastman, Admr.;
TO LET—Three furnished rooms for ligb
at his home on Friendship, Long year 1927 on non-resident property.
RHEUMATISM
housekeeping.
Call
129
RANKIN
ST. o
May E. Currier, first and final, Oren
Island.
Tel. 169-5L
153-13
Total Tax
AV. Currier, Exr.; Lucy J. Sumner,
Description
of
Property
Name
of
Owners
Take
Buxton
’
s
Rheumatic
Specific.
Try
Kenneth Murphy who attends Ex
TO LET—Four room apartment in Shop
first and final, Security Trust C
it
You will not regret it For sale at
eter Academy at Exeter, N. H., is A1ZTON Kl'TUOB ESTATE—Formerly owned by William Fish. Bounded on
herd block. Apply at BBCURITY TRUS*
all leading Drug Stores.
Let us send
Trustee; Sullivan W. Webster, first
CO., Rockport.
153-15
you a ^booklet. The Buxton Rheumatic
spending a few days here with rela
North by land of Marla. Creighton. East by land of William Hart.
‘and final, Sylvia L. Wutton, Admx
3
49
Medicine
Co.,
Abbot
Village.
Maine.
South
by
land
of
M.
S.
Leaeh,
West
by
Land
of
Cassie
Dolhatn
.............
$
TO LET—Rooms or suites. We have a fe\
tives.
Ida M. Miller, first and final, Frank
WARREN CROCKETT ESTATE— (13 a.) Bounded on the Not-h by land of
very desirable suites, also several single anRalph Winchenpaw of Connecticut
J. W. Oxtou tHelrsl. East by land of Roclqiort bine. South by land
B. Miller, Exr.; Lizzie Humphrey,
double rooms which we will rent for the re
is here to spend the holidays with
of M. A. Simmons, West by land of V. E. beach ........................................
mainder of the winter at reasonable rates}
first and final, Everett Humphrey,
on fAe
with or without meals.
KNOX HOTEL;
his parents, Postmaster and Mrs. E. W. KENNEY—(6 a.) Bounded on the North and South by land of
Exr.
W. B. McIntyre, East by land of J. Orbeton, West by land of N. E. Leach
i
Thomaston.
152-tl
Ray Winchenpaw.
ERNEST E. KNIGHT--(19 a.— 1 Barn). Bounded on ihe first by land of
Inventories filed: Estates Daniel
TO LET -Two sunny bedrooms In privat
8 42
Mason Tolnian. South by road. West bv land of William B. McIntyre
Frank Morse of New Y'ork was in
M. Berry, $(10.8$; 1,
S. Jones,
family with modern conveniences. Apply li
Where
P. TUTTLE AND FOSTER NHWJCGMB-dO a.) Irving Bri water lot.
Friendship Thursday to attend the IRVING ■Bounded
person after 6.30 p. m. 53 BROAD ST.
12907.71;
Edward .1
I larkness
North and East by lnndof Herman Stanfos, South by Rock
.
149*15
funeral of his father.
land line. West bv land of Orbeton (Heirs) (a a.I, bounded on the North
$2000.; Ernest L. Whitney, et al,
by
land
of
.1.
N.
Vinal.
East
by
land
of
Sarah
Howard,
South
and
There will he a dance in Friend
TO LET—Four large rooms, sun parlor ;
the
trade
$84.44;
Barbara
H.
Gnve,
$3500.;
Ed

88 G2
West by land of .loseiih Stickney .......................................................................
bath, electric lights, gas, hot water anl
ship Christmas Eve. A prize waltz CHARLES
ward L. Ferjtuson, $1922.56; Milton
BOUGHT AND SOLD
S. SMITH—(3% a. house and barn). Bounded on the Noth by
heater. Apply EDITH BICKNELL. 12 Knof
will be a feature as well as a battle
F. Elwell, $238.29.
land of Sophia Kirk. East by land of William O. Bickford, South
St. Tel. 578-W.
lMMj
finds
24 82
by land of William K. Wight (Heirs), West by road ...................................
“Cash On the Spot
with confetti which will be free. The
TO LET—Several nice rent* and apart'
FRED W. TROWBRIDGE (in a.I Bounded on the North by land of F. W.
Any Size Let”
dancers will be given fancy paper
ments In Thomaston and Rockland furnished
Trowbridge. East by Vt. U. It. R.. South by land of boren Packard.
Well! Weil! Well! Just a couple
and unfurnished; two most desirable one* la
3 69
APPLES
hats. Riley's Orchestra from Wis
West by Town line .................................................................................................
Rockland. Inquire EASTERN REAL ESTATJ
Tel.
768W
or
899
and
our
repre

WlLUS A. MOODY,
o' good guys gone wrong. Everybody
casset will play.
CO.. 32 Un|on St. Tel. 819.___________1454’
154-8-3
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Warren, Me., for tile year 192
sentative will call on you
laughs when they hear this humor
TO LET- House on Onk St. with nil mod
ous dialogue on a Victor record.
ern improv menta. ERNEST C. DAVIS, a
f
SWIMS WITHOUT LEGS
Maine Music Co.—adv.
152-154
Rockland Furniture Co.
Fuller-Cobb Davis.
142-4
TOWN OF ST. GEORGE
15 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
STATE QF MAINE
° Many of us who have two good,
Unpaid taxes on land situated in the Town of St. George, in the County of Knox, for
145-S&Tu-tf
We also sell other produce whi«h you raise, such
sound legs feel that we can do very the year 1927.
The
following
list
of
taxes
on
real
estate
of
non-resident
owners
in
the
Town
or
little in this workaday world. But St. George, for the year 1927, committed to me for collection for said Town, on the 30th
suppose we had our legs amputated day of April, 1927, remain unpaid : and notice is hereby given that If said taxes, interest
as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips
For the quickest and most efficient
i nearly to our hips, what then? A and charges are not previously paid, as much of the real estate taxed as h sufficient to pay
Farnu,
City
Homes,
service
and
best
results.
TRY
US.
1
the
amount
due
therefor,
including
interest
and
eh
a
ges.
will
be
sold
at
public
auction
at
[certain young ntan living in a middle
the High School Building, in said town, on the first Monday of February, 1928, at nine
Reference Federal National Bank..
[western state is unfortunate enough o’clock A. M.
Cottages, House and
Best Prices
Quick Returns
Quotations and tags on request.
Ito have lost both legs in an accident.
Cottage
Lots,
General
Total Tax
Description of Real Estate
■He has wooden legs and feet which Name of Owners
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
he controls with his shoulders. He
4 Faneuil Hall Mkt
Boston, Mass
Real
Estate.
0.
W.
GRIDLEY
’
—
House,
barti
and
kind.
Bounded
X.
by
Shaw.
B.
by
Harbor
|has a good business, drives an auto
34 30
Lots. 8. by Catherine Dltchett, W. by Cove. Total value $706.00 ..........$
mobile and does almost anything the
No. 2—-House, bam and land. No. of Acres 5. (Bounded N. by Rose
Teele, E. by Harbor Lots, 8. by E. Smitli. W. by Road. Total value
/perfect bodied man does. One of his
20 No. Side
14 70
BOSTON,
$399.90
........................................................................................................................
Greatest achievements is swimming.
No. 3 Woodlot. No. of Acres 29. Total value $159.99 ...................................
7 40
38 Chestnut St Rockland
■According to his companions, when A. MacKENZlE FOWLER—Rouse, ham and land In Dist. 18. No. of Acres
Faneuil
Hall
Market
Plumbing and Heating
MASS.
9 80
3. Total value $299.00.................................................................................................
he goes in swimming he unfastens
Telephone 723-M
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
121-S-tf
OR OWNERS—Land, known as Stone Island. No of Acres 5.
his legs from his shoulders. He dives JOHN BROWN
6 10
Total value $125.99 ................................................................................................
Telephone 10C5-M
84-S-tf
t-tf
R
end swims like a fish.—The I’athJOSEPH T. SIMMONS,
142-every Sat154-8-3
Collector of Taxes for the Town of St. George, Me for the year 1927
Inder.

START-NOW

SCOTT'S EMULSION

MF MF

Surplus Fund

FOR SALE

Rockland

Savings Bank

SAUER KRAUT

UF

WE BUY

gWurs

DEERSKINS

V. F. STUDLEY
Real Estate

ta? ig

V. F. STUDLEY €0.

SHIP YOUR APPLES TO

SECOND HAND
FURNITURE

SHU'SP LIVE POULTRY

EARLE LUDW1CK

KINGMAN J

L. W. McCartney

HEARTY, INC.

Accumulative
feet of Good
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Cannot
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FOR GOOD HEALTH

SOCIETY

Rockland
Girl
Discusses
Some of the Problems of
Industrial Nursing.

additional to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department espe
cially deelres Information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ......................... 770 I

jftnst rhfridu'h autung tl|P gifts brstowrh by
(Htfrn bp yr glait, ynnb proplr

C. M. Richardson left Thursday for
Hartford, Conn., to spend Christmas
with Mr. and Mrs. Roger ’Wolcott.
Mrs. Richardson preceded hint sev
eral days ago.

passing

yrars

is

the memory

of frienhstyps

forrnrb anb pleasant relations.

At tips timp of the year

it is most Kinrerely that we wist?

Sriitw

HADDOCK SCARCE
Unfavorable Fishing Condi
tions Cause a Local Short

Crawp (fiompattg

age.

Karl Thurston has arrived from
North Haven to spend Christmas
with his father, LaFoiest A. Thurs
ton at The Highlands.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Redonnet of
Damariscotta arrive today to spend
Christmas witli Mrs. Redonnet’s
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Lawrence
Brown, Soutl^. Thomaston.

NO MEAT SHORTAGE

ChriSlmas Greetings
' From REV. and MRS. JOHN DUNSTAN

The Rev. and Mrs. John Dunstan extend to all their
parishioners and friends in Rockland their best wishes for
Christmas and the coming year, aud express t(ie hope that
there may come to the city of Rockland a wave of unpre
cedented prosperity. That health and happiness may be
abundant in the city throughout the coming year .is the earn
est wish of the Methodist Pastor and his Family.

A. T. Thurston leaves today for
Beverley, Mass., where lie will spend
Christmas with Mrs. Thurston, who
i Is at the home of her sister, Mr»i
Isabel Trumbull..

Nathan Farwell arrives today to
spend Christmas with his mother.
Mrs. Nathan Farwell, Lindsey street.

Methodist Parsonage, Dec. 22, 1927.

Wesley Hemon, chemist for the
Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp.,
left yesterday for Boston where he
will spend Christmas with relatives.

Mr. and Mrs. Obadiah Gardner and
Albert Quinn Is home from Whitt* Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Beverage will
Plains, N. Y.. to spend Christmas spend Christmas with Mr. Gardner’s
with Mr. and Mrs. George Quinn, son, Albert K. Gardner in Orono.
Rankin street.
Mrs. Leola Bose and Mrs. Walter
William E Morgan arrives from H. Spear will entertain the next
Hartford, Conn., today to spend Tuesday Auction Club at luncheon
Christmas with his family at The it Mrs. Rose's home.
Highlands.

THE HOOVER BOOM

A Number of States Already
Enlisted Under Secretary’s
Banner.

Unless Republican presidential as
pirants of the corn belts are able
' within the next month to swing into
I action behind avowed candidates
! much more earnestly than they are
j now, Herbert Clark Hoover’s cam
paigners are going to be able to sew
up a formidable totol of delegates to
Mrs. Nathan Barrett of Hope, who
the June 12 convention at Kansas
has been the guest of her cousin.
City says a Chicago despatoh.
Miss Elizabeth Jameson, Warren
The campaign in the West today
street, has returned home.
1 '3 three-cornered. On one corner is
Mr. Hoover, with a definite campaign
Miss Julia Y'oung of the Leslie I well under way under the direction
School. Boston, was in this city of C. Bascom Slemp of Virginia and,
Thursday on her way to her home at , according to definite opinion in
Matinicus.
• Washington, with the aid of SecreI tary of the Interior Hubert Work of
Miss Avis Blackington arrived yes I Colorado.
terday from tlie Bryant and Strat
On a second corner of the triangle
ton Commercial school Boston to is ex-Gov. Lowden.
Clarence A.
pend the holid tys with her parents, Buck is managing a campaign for
Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Blackington, Ful him and going pretty strong in the
ton street.
corn belt.
On the third point of the triangle
Miss Harriet O’Brien arrived home are grouped those politicians who re
yesterday from Danbury, Conn., fuse to be stampeded by any cam
where she is teaching in fi'e Dan- paign, avowed or otherwise. They
bury Normal School. She will spend
p ’0 s(jnd t<> thg convemlon deleacation with her si~*
— Etta -•
the vacation
sister
atj gatjons pledged to favorite sons.
their Grace street home.
The Hoover workers are going
strong and doing some proselyting
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Clark and Miss in the corn belt at the expense of
Nettie Wa'.tz of Damariscotta
. Lowden.
were visitors in the city Fiidny.
i R jg lhe o)d story of the two
—
'coasts playing together against the
Mrs. Otis \\ ilham and daughter mjddje of the country. Hoover apJennif visited in the city Wednesday. ■ ,)ears a)ready to have a solid Cali---| fornia delegation. Idaho. Wyoming,
Mrs. Marion Cabb Fuller and sail .Texas, Washington and Oregon, apNathan of Augusta are spending pear to have decided Hoover leanChristmas with Rockland and Cam-1 [ngs. Lowden has an even break in
den relatives.
' Arizona, Colorado, Minnesota, Mis----souri, Montana, Oklahoma, and is
Miss Marline Brackett of Bath Is I well liked in the corn belt.
1 guest at the Delta Upsilon FraMany committeemen from these
ternity House. 1! unswick, during the states, however, have returned from
Washington imbued with the notion
Christmas activities.
because they heard nothing but
Maurice Ames and Harold Ames, Hoover talk in the capital, that may
who have employment in Staihford, be they had better get on the band
Conn., were in the city yesterday, wagon. That endangers the Lowden
•enroute for Matinicus to spend the hopes in Arizona, Colorado. Minne
sota, Missouri and Montana.
holidays.

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond E. Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. S. Morse and
yesterday for Norfolk
Jesse A. Tolnian will spend Christ ton left
mas wTth Mr. and Mrs. Guy Sheidon Downs, Mass., where they will
spend the coming w. ek as guests at
In Camdfn.
the home of J. F. Nelson.

Mrs. Margaret Ritchie of Boston
■will spend Christmas with her
daughter, Mrs. John
Thompson,
ifroadway. Mrs. Frederick A. Cole
of Boston, will also be a Christmas
guest in the Thompson home.
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Graves of
Malden, Mass., arrive Sunday far
the Christmas season, as guests of
Miss Anne Blaekingion at Tiie
Highlands.
Miss Nellie Snow arrived from the
New England Conservatory of Music
Thursday to spend the Christmas
recess with Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Snow*, Suffolk street.
Mrs. G. S. Gushce of .Portland Is
spending Christmas with her daugh
ter, Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., Chestnut
street.

Miss Angie Connors, an employe
of Senter-Crane Co., left Thursday
night for St. John, N. B„ called there
’by the serious illness of her father.

Paul Jameson arrived home yester
day from ithe New England Con
servatory of Music where he is a
student of the violin Mr. Jameson
Miss Daurice Plummer arrives to-has been engaged to assist in tlie dny from Farmington, Conn., to
Sunday services at the Littlefield
spend Christmas.
Memorial church.
___
Miss Carrie Fields arrived home
Wilbur iSenter goes today to
Brunswick where he will spend from Boston Thursday.
Christmas at his home.

■
i
|

A movement for “'a wet Republican party of North Dakota” to take
an active part in national andl^ptate
polities will be launched at a mass
meeting Jan. 9. A national and a
state ticket will be endorsed to be
known as the wet Republican party
of North Dakota. ’Wet” candidates
for delegates to the Republican Na
tional convention also will be en
dorsed.

Oliver Rollins Is home from Boston
William Flanagan arrived from for the holidays.
Lewiston foday to spend Christmas
The condition of Dr. B. W. Bickford
with Mr. and Mrs. John H. Flanagan
Willow street. Miss Frances Cush Is very much improved, and he is
RIGHT OR LEFT, WHICH?
ing of Boston and James Cushing of looking forward expectantly to Christ
Marblehead, Mass., are spending mas dinner with the family.
The Europeans have gone crazy
Christmas with Mr. Flanagan.
Miss Harriet Hill and Miss Sara over the question, which way to turn
The Playmates Club was enter Hunter are h. me from Middletown. —to the right or the left? While
dodging autos in Paris the rule Is to
tained in a happy manner Thursday- Conn.
keep to the right. When our train
evening by Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Derry
Arthur Smi.h and family of Port-1 starts for Cherbourg we find it takes
at their home on Camden street, with
fourteen guests present. The fea land fire here to spend Chris mas the left-hand track. But when we
ture of the evening was the Christ with Mr. and- M:s. Austin W. Smith. board the “tender," or small steamer
that takes us out to meet the in
mas tree laden with a mixture of
Philip Rounds. Harvard '29t ar coming liner. It keeps to the right.
real and joke gifts. The joke gifts
accompanied by clever verses from rived yesterday at h!.s Rockland home The rules of the road on land and
sea are very conflicting and It is a
the facile pen of J. Albert Jameson to spend the holiday recess.
wonder that there are not more ac
created much merriment.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence H. Shaw of cidents.
What will the rules in the air be?
Miss Maude Pratt will entertain Waterbury. Conn., are in this city
the Chapin Class Tuesday evenin
over Christmas, gi/ests of Mrs. Shaw’s Air navigation is going to add great
at the home of Mrs. David Talbot mother, Mrs. Louise Smith, Crescent ly to the confusion. Who Is to have
Talbct avenue.
street. Mr. IShaw is to return tc the right of way? In the air you
Waterbury at once though Mrs. Shaw have .to choose not only whether to
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Wood and will remain here a few days. A very go to the right or left but also
family are spending | Christmas in enjoyable gathering was held, last whether above or below an oncoming
Boston with relatives
night a.t the Thorndike Hotel When craft—arid you don’t h.ave any track
1 group of young matrons gathered i t0 S° 0,1 or anr chance to correct
Herbert Waldron arrives from New- ln.forma'jly far dinner in honor o any mistakes. The air people will
have to, choose not only whether to
York today to spend Christmas with Mrs. Shaw and Miss Carrie Fields.
the "Douane" or customhouse wharf
his family at the home of D. A.
MF Me
at Cherbourg we see a tablet which
Sherer at The Highlands.
Will all those who usually throw states that Lindbergh flew over this
Mrs. Gladys M. Griffin of Lewis their Christmas cards in the waste point on his history-making flight
ton w’ill spend Christmas with her basket please pass them on to Ada to Paris, May 21, 1927.—The Path
daughter, Mrs. Frederick Powers, Martin as il would like to make at finder.
tractive books for shut-ins and hos
" Broadway.
pitals. Tel. 785-M. Address Rock
-One man’s greatness is due to the
aid of many smaller men.
A Stockton Curings item in the land Me., Star Route.—adv.
• Belfast Journal says: “P L. Hupper
went to Port Clyde Tuesday to
, bring home his mother and his
- steirfather. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Mar• shall, who will'spend the winter with
An Old Family
her son and wife. Since the death in
Wonderfully Effective Is
Doctor’s Favorite
7 November of Mrs. Hupper’s mother,
Prescription,
. Mrs. Edward Seavey of Thomaston,
• her father has been staying with
her. Mrs. Seavey died after a long
A -Specific for Coufikt. Colds and Chills
; period of*111 health"
—A Sdfesvard Afshut -Me and Pneu-

» tr

W? Me

“TAKE IT IN TIME”

Ballard’s Gotten 03

tr
Dr. J. B. Kent has resumed pracmp

L Oce.—adv.
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Mr and Mrs. Raymond Giroux ar
rive front Waterville tomorrow to
spend Christmas with Dr. and Mrs.
II. V. Tweedle, North Main street.
•
____
Mrs. Alice Kalloch. Mr. and Mrs
Edw. Connors and son Richard, and
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon will
spend Christmas with Mr. and Mis.
C. B. Stahl in Waldoboro.

Mrs. Medora Perry of Waldoboro
will spend Christmas with her son,
Donald Perry, Park street.

yp up your (Hanhlra

Anit

3fnr

Miss Laura Small arrives today
from Portland to spend Christmas
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Small at
The Highlands.

Mrs. Frances Bicknell entertained
tjhe Tuesday Sewing Club at her
apartment in The Bicknell Thurs
day evening, with eight members
and one guest, Miss Mary Duffy,
of Boston, present. The rooms were
lighted only by candles, which, with
the gay Christmas decorations, was
very effective. The Club had its
annual Christmas tree, followed by
luncheon.

Page Seven

mania by eelokly Muffin* tnfinnunstion.
No Poison Ont<s >Lsna a Standard
Household Remedy, field everywhere.

Manager Jackson of Ar
mour’s Discusses the Beef
Situation.

Heavy winds the past week have
raised havoc with those who take
their toll from the sea, and a near
fish famine was the result/ So great
was the scarcity of haddock that the
boat price jumped to $10 per hun
dred weight, and the retail price at
the markets was from 20 to 22 cents,
dressed fish and 15 cents, live weight.
Some dealers cut out haddock, al
together, and those who did not
shared the high cost with the con
sumer.
"Green” halibut was also scarce
article in the Boston market, the lit
tle ohtainubje commanding a price
of 50 to 60 cems a pound.
The few scallop boats which have
stuck to the job on the Penobscot
Bay beds have been averaging 5 to
15 gallons a trip and receiving $2.50
to $3.25 a gallon, according to the
weather.
Smelts caught by the hand line
process on the Georges River have
been wholesaling at 20 and 22 cents,
while a Damariscotta smelt fisher
man was paid as high as 25 cents.
The retail price of this toothsome
fish was 28 to 30 cents.
Clams and oysters have not shared
in the scarcity.
"People have come to using more
frozen fish—mackerel, halibut and
the like," says Phil Thomas, The
Brook dialer, who has been in the
game a long period of years.

Current beef prices which have
occasioned discussion in the press
are not due to any scarcity of meat,
though there is a temporary short
age of certain kinds of beef. Last,
week carcass prices ranged from t5
cents to 25 cents a pound. This
represents an increase of about 25%
over a year ago and though there Is
an ample supply of wholesome, pal
atable beef, the kind which makes
choice roasts and steaks is whole
saling at the highest prices which
have prevailed since the war.
“This is a situation," says H. E.
Jackson, branch house manager of
Armour & Company, "which is
bringing prosperity to the farmers
and stock raisers of the country. Live
cattle prices have been very low
for a number of years and many pro
ducers have been bankrupted. This
naturally resulted in the discouragement of producers and a reduction of
Hear It by radio. Enjoy it on the
herds so that the present year found Victrola. Everything worth while on
a supply that was not adequate to
Victor Records.
Maine Music Co.
the demand of a prosperous country.
—adv.
152-154
Cattle prices accordingly have ad
vanced and the cattleman’s dollar to
day comes very close to having a
pre-war value. This has been an
important factor in the rehabilitation
of the agricultural sections of the
country,
“Economic laws will work to keep
a proper balance between the con
sumers’ demand and the farmers'
output. The existence of a plentiful
supply of pork, veal, lamb and many
NOW PLAYING
grades of beef priced materially be
ON THE SCREEN
low those grades which are now
causing comments, will enable the
consumers to obtain their requisite
WILLIAM
presents
meat supplies even while the ternporary shortage of long fed cattle
keeps the highest quality beef at
top figures.
It should be remembered by those
who are agitated over the beef price
situation that prior to this year,
consumers ha* e been purchasing beef
™*TONY
at times beiow cost of production.
Such a situation «is no more desir
able from the standpoint of the na
tion, as a whole, than are the pres
ent high prices. Calmness and good
management on the part of consum
ers will tend to bring supply and de
mand back to a parity.
"As the situation stands at the
moment, those who can afford to pay
record prices for beef ore helping
to put the nation’s farmers back on
their feet, while those who cannot
pay these record prices can obtain
wholesome high grade meats other
than beef.”

FOX

MF MF

Feature Vaudeville

“FIFTY-FIFTY”

ON THE STAGE

1. K. Gardner Lays Down
Rules In Apple Tree Top-

work.
It’s a fifty-fifty proposition accord
ing to the regulations goveYning the
apple tree topworking campaign con
test just announced by A. K. Gardner,
extension crops specialist of the Col
lege of Agriculture. Fifty points for
what the community committee does
and 50 points for the number of trees
grafted and per cent of goal reached.
Such a score card , as this Is nec
essary in order that the large and
small
orchard
communities
be
given about an equal opportunity In
the contest the prize for which is
about 175 young apple trees or suf
ficient to plant about six acres. It
was offered by the Maine State Fed
eration of Farm Bureaus.
The 50 points which the com
munity committee may secure are di
vided, ten points attendance at the
two committee meetings held In con
nection with ferwarding the top
working campaign in their towns, 15
points for the securing of records of
orchards which are suitable for
grafting, 10 points for getting out a
good attendance at a meeting for the
discussion of grafting or lopworking
and 15 points toi assistance which
the committee members render to
orcliardists. The other fifty points
are divided; 30 for the number of
trees grafted during 1928. flv’e points
for the per cent of goal of number of
orcliardists who actually did graft
ing and 15 points for the per cent of
goal reached of the number of trees
topworked.
To encourge the topworking pf
healthy trees of inferior varieties to
the "New England Seven" is the ob
ject of the contest. The seven are
the McIntosh, Northern hSpy, Delieious, Baldwin, Wealthy, R. I.
Greening and Gravenstein.
Because of the extent of the un
dertaking it is impossible for all com
munities to participate in this cam
paign contest. A certain number of
communities have been selected in
each of the orchard counties as
follows;
Androscoggin - Sagadahoc
Counties 3, Cumberland 2, Franklin
2. Hancock 1. Kennebec 1, Knox-Lin
coln 3, Oxford S, Penobscot 2, Som
erset 1, Wlaldo 5, York 5.
The committees in each of the
communities are eligible to compete
for the prize offered and many of
the committees are already function
ing, having reportedlln part at least on
the su. vey of orchards in their towns.

WILSON & KEPPEL
NOVELTY DANCING

MAXINE & BOBBY
“ONE MAN AND SOME DOG”
Something Different

STUART & JEANNE
“MEET MY SISTER”

PELOT & WILSON
•BITS OF EVERYTHING”
Acrobatic, Juggling, Magic

ETHEL MUNROE

Miss Louise A. Fiske was one of
those who took part in the discus
sions given in the Industrial Nurses’
Section nt the recent meeting held in
Providence of the New England divi
sion of the American Nurses’ Asso
ciation. Miss Fiske is in charge of
the industrial nurse department of
the Dennison Co. at Framingham,
Mass.
Her address was delivered
before an audience of 500 nurses. An
abstract of the address follows:

Our Christmas List For Your
Convenience

♦ • ♦ ♦

Why we have factory clinics needs
CUT FLOWERS
very little explaining at this day; it
is good business.
Most industries
talk in the terms of budget systems,
Roses, doz................ $6 to $10
trying to find ways and me: is to re- '
duce expense. The clinic depart
Carnations, doz. $2.50 and $3
ments, through their physical exam
inations for all new employees,, hire
Colonial Bouquets $1.25 to $5
the physically fit and normal itypes,
thereby lessening labor turn-over,
afi afi
and saving the time lost from illness
which quickly becomes an expense.
PLANTS
The questions which arise are:
(How far should the employer go in
Cyclamen ....... $1.50 to $5.00
keeping the partially disabled em
ployee on the job? How get the ma
lingerer back on the job?
Begonias ......... 75c and $3.25
The answer to the first question
is:
,
Primroses ............................ 75c
Get all injurlA«r no matter how
trivial, to the clinic as early as pos
Ferns ................... 60c to $2.50
sible, thus allowing the injury to he
seen, treated and judged and the em
Poinsettias 60c, $2.00, $4.50
ployee educated in its care. The
nurse in this type of work must get
the employees’ confidence, and she
Cherries .... 85c, $1.25, $1.75
must be fair, fair in all things. If
she is not, no matter how hard she
Cinerarias .... $1.25 and $2.00
tries to help they will seek aid else
where, taking time away from their
Attractive Roseville Pottery
working period, delaying treatment,
encouraging infections and occasion
in
ing loss to the plant. A properly
equipped department can X-ray a
bad bruise or laceration and within
a few minutes determine a possible
fracture. A fractured toe, if wellpadded, will suffer no ill effects from
“Silsby’s”
a sitting-down job.
A splinted
399
MAIN
STREET
ROCKLAND
linger fracture usually need not keep
a man from an ordinary job, or if it
may, a slight change of work or a
transfer to some other department
for a few days can be recommended.
Strained backs are perhaps one of
the most numerous of lost time acci
dents and a source of great trouble
Xirl
to the insurance and industrial ac
cident boards.
Positive assurance
that a strained back is not serious
and temporary assignment to lighter
Scientists have produced a more j The big idea is that it is a fine
jobs will reduce the number of em
permanent finish for cars, but noth- thing to have plenty of armament so
ployees leaving work for this cause.
The clinic department represents ing yet invented beats a locomotive long as it Is not being used in a warI like manner.—Los Angeles Times.
the management, and it is its job to —Publishers Syndicate.
keep the employee at work, without
ill-effects upon the patient or upon
those working near him. It is well
to have some method of check up be
tween departments and the clinic in
order to prevent loitering.
In answer to the second question:
It takes a few years to spot the
malingerer employee, and each such
ease must be handled to fit that par
ticular patient. It Is sometimes ne
RILEY’S ORCHESTRA
cessary to call in the manager, per
sonnel head or whatever official is in
PRIZE WALTZ
CONFETTI FAVORS
charge and threaten discharge. Once
the case gets away from the hospital
EVERYTHING FOR A GOOD TIME. MOVIES 7 P. M. DANCE 9
department it is a hard matter to
CLAM CHOWDER SERVED BY MASONS AND K. P.
get it hack in control again. The
employee is beginning to enjoy his
152-154
freedom; his compensation help
from other societies may amount to
his regular wage and sometimes
more The psychological effect of
loafing is to encourage the loafer to
remain out and the next injury or
sickness finfls him yet more ready
for idleness. With real illness, how
ever, it is a good rule to send home
anyone with a temperature of 100 or
over. Sore throats, colds and infec
To All Patrons
tions call for repeated treatments
throughout the day.
A MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
In most places a careful record is
kept of absenteeism and any absence
is posted on the personnel record.
Those with poor attendance are the
TODAY
ones most likely to be laid off when a
slack time comes. This, though not
Monty Banks in “Horse Shoes," and
a rule, may be put before the worker
in many subtle ways, in the plant
Buffalo Bill, Jr. in “A Streak of Luck”
magazines, on bulletin boards, and
through such mediums as each fac
tory carries.
Good working conditions, such as
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
proper lighting, space, fair wages,
unemployment funds for lay-offs,
and a voice in the management will
aid in getting and keeping the em
ployee healthy and happy and at
work every day.
I
\
MF MF
Always welcome ut Christmas time
Victor records B om the Maine Music
Co.
152-154

The Little Flower Shop

Night Before Xmas Dance
AT FRIENDSHIP

STRAND

GHILBLAINS

CHARACTERIZATIONS
“Feminine Types"

Tired and Sore Feet
Are ’Always Relieved
when used as directed.
Prepared bj Uw Xobwit Midicm Co., Sarmr. Me.

Matinee 2.00.
Evening 6.00, 8.30
PRICES 10c, 25c, 35c, 50c

If it fall* to benefit yon when wvdatrrctlrudlrectedoa
lhe uiaide wiappet. Sty a bottle, held by eUdudeia

Monday-Tuesday

The Little Flower Shop

.YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,*

EMPIRE
NOW PLAYING
“FANGS OF DESTINY"
with DYNAMITE (Dog)

“TRAIL OF THE TIGER” No. 2

Monday-T uesday

SIN

Adapted
by
Marion
Jackson from . he story
5y YV. D. Hoffman.

WITH

Beouti/ul

and
Powerful
Beyond
Compare

John Gilbert here gives a truly
magnificent portrayal of a youth
torn between love and Jealousy.

Y'ou loved him in "Flesh and the
Devil”

EMIL
JANNINGS
AND

POLA
NEGRI
Directed

ERNST
LUBITSCH

Lubittch
Production

An Emit

You'll go crazy over him in Ibis
onei!

WED.-THURS.—RICHARD DIX
in "THE GA¥ DEFENDER"

WED.-THURS.—MARIE PREVOST in “THE GIRL IN THE
PULLMAN’and ALICE NILSSON

Matinee 25c; Evenings 25c, 35c; Children 10c.

HARRY DANIELS ABROAD
‘SUPREME AUTHORITY’1

j THE REALM OF MUSK
J

WEBSTER'S

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

.

NEW INTERNATIONAL

DICTIONARY

CHRISTMAS IN THE CHURCHES

'j? mf

laide E. Cross, -home from the New
England Conservatory o.f Music, as
sisting with two solos. Other num
bers will be:
Anthem—"The Hush of Night Hath Fallen”

...............................................

Spence

Bo1 "Christ is Bom in Bethlehem.’' Harker
Wendell Clwke, baritone
| r>ro(s .............................................................
Anthem—‘Christmas ............................... Shelley
Solos by Mrs. Joyce Jones and Mrs. Ruth
Sewali: also a ladies' quartet

Miss Burdell Strout has charge of
, the church decorations, which will be
At the Congregationalist t hureh,
beauty and effectiveness.
Rev. Walter S. Rounds, pastor, the
mf
musical program will Include:
At Church of Immanuel
Vo’tm'ary -Sonata ........................... Reinhardt
hffertorv- 'Intermezzo ............................. Clokev
At the Vniversalist Church. Rev. C.
Post tide—Final. ................................ tiulllmant A. Knickerbocker, pastor, the church
Tenor solo by Harold Greene, "O quartet, Mrs. Katherine Veazie, so
Holy Night," Adolph Adam: anthem prano. Mrs. Gladys S. Morgan, con
by the Pilgrim Choir. "The People tralto, Chester Wyllle, tenor and John
That Walked In Darkness," Gal Robinson, bass, will be assisted by
braith.
Albert R. Marsh, violinist. Miss
At 4 o’clock in the afternoon by the Margaret Stahl will be at the Organ.
1 gilt of candies the l’i’grim Choir Miss Stahl and Mr. Marsh will play
under direction of Mrs. Howard wi l two numbers. "Pi elude" by Massenet,
present the Christmas Cantata. “The and "Madrigal" by Pimonetti. The
Shepherd s \ ision, by Ircnee Berge. ck£dr wm sing two anthems. “Glory
Besides the cantata the musical pro to God on High" by Frederic Lamont,
gram will include three numbers by a|)d ..chime of Bens,” Boellman. The
Miss Bertha Luce, violinist, Mrs. E. with violin obligato by Mr. Marsh
F. Berry, organist, and Mrs. A. E. Mr. Wyllie will sing “How Beautiful
Averill, pianist.
Upon the Mountains" by Alfred
Voluntary—La Naissance de la Vierge. Missa Wooster, with violin obligato. Mr.
Offertory—Ave Ma la ........................... Gounod
solo "Melody,”
Postlude—Meditation ........... Franz von Blon Marsh will play the
Tbe choir will be assisted by Mrs. by Guierand.
Kathleen Marston,
In the evening at 6 o clock Ihe Y. P.
Marston, contralto, and
Raymond Greene, bass. The church C. U. will give a candlelight service
w:.l lye beautifully decorated under in the auditorium, with Stanley Snow,
state president, and Miss Katherine
direction of Jarvis C. Retry.
Critch. state secretary, in charge.
Candles will beautify the altar, at
At The First Baptist
which a consecration service wiH he
At the First Baptist church, Rev. held. There will also be musical
Benjamin P. Browne, pastor, at the features by members of the Union,
interning service the choir under the Invitation is extended to all who may
di ectlon of Mts. Rachel Browne, j be interested in the valuable work
wid lie assisted by Mrs. Kathleen ' this group of young men and women
Mart-ton. contralto, who will sing the j is doing to attend the service which
difficult solo f om The Messiah, “O will he one of much beauty.
Thou that Telle t i. ,od Tidings to
Zion,’’ followed b.v rhorus by the
At St. Bernard's Catholic
choir. The intbein 'll Come to My
At St. Bernard's Catholic Church,
Peart. Lord Jesus." b.v Ambrose, will
al-o lie sung. Miss Elsa Hayden will Rev. James A. Flynn and Rev. Leo
p eside at the organ. The evening Carey, priests, a service will be held
service will be given over to a con at 7.30 in the morning at which the
cert by the children of the Sunday following hymns will be sung: Angels
School with Miss Jeanette Philbrook Ye Have Heard on High: Hark. What
in charge. Miss Philbrook has given Mean Those Holy Voices; Adeste Fi
faithful service in the preparation, delis: and Sleep, Holy Babe.
ar.d the young people will present an
High Mass at 10.30 will have the
entertaining program, full of the mass of Notre Dame sung by the
Christmas spirit. The decorations In t,hoi;. under the direction of Miss Celia
spruce and holly under direction of Brault. organist and chorister. Aime
Miss Alice Erskine are very effective. Beaudoin will sing the offlertory solo,
“O Holy Night (Cantique de Noel)"
hy, Adam.
At Littlefield Memorial
The usual benediction service will
The choir of the Littlefield Me
morial Church, Rev. Oscar W. Stuart, be he'.d in the afternoon.
pastor, will be assisted at morning
MF MF
and evening services hy Paul Jame
At St. Peter's Episcopal
son, violinist, who has recently re
At St. Peter's Episcopal Church,
turned from the New England Con Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon, l-ector. there
servatory of Music, where he is a will he the midnight celebration of
student.
At the morning service the Holy Eucharist, preceded by the
four anthems will be sung, “The singing of carols, the service be
Angels' Song,” by Wilson; "Glory in ginning at 11.30 tonight (Saturday).
tlie Highest,” by Lorenz;
“The The choir under the direction of Mr.
Christmas Babe," by Bronner, and Kenyon has been working very hard
“Angels. Wing Your Joyful Flight.” during Advent to perfect the music,
liy Nolte. Mr. Jameson will play a which this year is quite varied in
solo.
character, the liturgical parts of the
Tlie evening service will be devoted Eucharist for the most part being
largely to music, the following ap the medieval plainsong of the Missa
pearing on the program: Soprano, Marialis. The introit is sung to a
‘Open the Gates of the Temple," Miss Gregorian chant, the Gloria in ExcelDoris Daggett, with violin obligato sis and Nunc Dimittis of the Angelihy Mr. Jameson; ladies' trio “Holy can type of chant and the more mod
Night." Misses Evelyn Jacobs, Doris
ern type of music in the sequence an
Daggett and Sibyl Jones; piano, "Tlie them by Smith and the offertory an
Light of Heaven,” Howard Chase; them by Clare. The Agnus Dei will
readings, “Before the Toy Shop.” be sung to the music of Gounod,
Miss Arlene Chaples. and "O Little which is loved by all.
Town of Bethlehem." Miss Ruth
prelude
Conant; piano duet, "The-Christmas Organ
Carols:
Child," Misses Evelyn Jacobs and
Silent Night ................. Franz Gruber. 1H18
The First Nowell .. Traditional, pub. 18-83
• Give Bragg.
Saw You Never......... Berthold Tours. 1881
Miss Charlotte
Jones is
tlie Processional
.............O Come, Ail Ye Faithful
church's organist, Miss Grace Dor Introit............... Psalm 100 Gregorian Tone V’.
Kyrie .......................................... Missa Marialis
man, chorister.
At the Congregationalist
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Concerning the Psychology of Black Cats—Reconstructing
Rockland Into a Naples Like Italy’s.

(Fourth Letter)
Naples, Nov. 23.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
There are more black cats in
Because
Naples than there were tn all tbe
Hundreds of Supreme Court
Halloween decorations in Maine last
Judges concur in highest praise
month. Every time I go for a stroll
of the work as their Authority.
I see black cats sitting in doorways,
The Presidents of alt leading Uni
washing their faces. And there is a
versities, Colleges, and Normhl
saying here that when the black cat
Schools give their hearty indorse
washes his face look out for bad
ment
weather. If it turned out that way
All States that have adopted a
we would have 24-hour hurricanes
large dictionary as standard have
for seven days a week. And the cats
selected Webster’s New Interna
all seem to be black. One scooted in
tional.
front of me in the corridor of my
The Schoolbooks of the Country
hotel yesterday; and when I men
adhere to the Merriam-Webster
tioned it to the waiter he replied:
system of diacritical marks.
"Yes, this Is a very fine hotel. We
have as many us 56 black cats. No
The Government Printing Office
other hotel on via Carricaolo can
at Washington uses it as authority.
boast as many black cats as we."
WRITE for a sample page of the New
And so the way to pick tlie best hotel
Words, specimen of Regular and India
here is to make the proprietor swear
Papers, FREE.
to the number of black cats he has
G.&C.
about.
Merriam
They seem to use them here for
Co..
barometers. Keep an eye on any
black cat and you can tell what the
weather will be and also tell what
luck you may expect during the day.
I asked one of the porters at this
hotel today how much a good, first
class black cat was worth, and he
replied that he could get me one for
half past seven. I told him if he could
Louise. Addie and Evelyn McIntosh,
| get a good one I might pay as high
Lucille Pinkerton,
Fern Browne.
as a quarter of eight. In translating
Gertrude Cotton and Grace Brubaker;
from Italian into English his price of
Clifford Oliver. Dudley Perry. Everett seven and a half liras, he thinks the
Mason, Robert Pinkerton and Law proper way is to say “a half and
rence Pike.
seven liras.” and so he puts It in
St. Peter’s main altar has been en • grammatical term and says “half
tirely reflnished and will he used for past seven liras."
the first time at the midnight | Coiffeur des Etrangers is the sign
eucharist. The main dorsal is of red I have to look for when I want a
imported silk damask with dark red barber shop ’pat>onized"by us fororphreies. The riddles or side cur-' elgners
And so ( foUnd one last
tains arc of gold damask edged with week and went in. i tried to g,,, ,
red velvet. The curtains are sup- j was looking for a good barber shop
ported by wrought riddle irons for men but all my language was
which arc beautiful in themselves. lost; and so finally, in desperation, I
The frontal and super-frontal of the said. in a very loud and commanding
altar match the dorsal and curtains, voice: “Shave-io on the face-io?”
The whole is capped with a bronze And with a wondrous smile, the
cornice figured with a grape vine, abarber nodded
that he thoroughly
symbol of the eucharist. The altar is
understood my Rockland Italian,
now of good English type. A new I
• • * •
tabernacle has been installed in the I
In days past they had a wylng
-THE MERRIAM WEBSTER

Seldom if ever have the Rockland
churches afforded tincr musical pro
grams for Christmas Sunday than
will be presented in the services to
morrow. Many of the choirs have
been augmented by vocalists and instrumlentalists, embracing much of
the city’s best talent, and the programs suggest care and thought in
p. epui tiiiuii.

Every-Other-Da;
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Vinalhaven you see the Island of
Capri, a mountain rising out of the
sea, and famous for centuries for its
wines and grapes and fruit. And
right off to the left, over the top of
the Samoset, there stands Vesuvius,
that monster safety valve, always
smoking, always steaming.
The
white walls of the houses in the vil
lages at its base glisten In the sun.
Do you think these things would
annoy you if you wanted to take a
five mile walk along this beautiful
promenade in the bright Italian sun
shine. and pass on your way people
from every country of the globe do
ing the same thing. Sure the Italian
girljt wear short skirts and flesh colI ored hose, and dress just the same
' and just as nicely as the girls in
I American cities—but without hats—
which only emphasizes their soft,
brown, delicate skin, their liquid,
limpid, luring black eyes and their
raven hair.
* • • •

(who is now burled in Florence,
Italy), had been so impressed by the
tires of Vesuvius that he wrote of the
inferno.
For a time Virgil lived and studied
in a village at the end of the curve
of the Bay of Naples, near Poslllipo
(Owl's Head in relation to Rockland),
and there was his tomb in the moun
tain side.
And all this has nothing to do wl(h
the 56 black cats. But it Js mighty
interesting, just the same, and as
long as I remain ln Naples, which
will be some weeks more, I shall not
cease to try and locate the bones of
Virgil.
iH. A. Daniels.

Quite by accident 1 nave mane a
most interesting discovery and have
now worked for two days on the trail,
but have lost it again. Admiring
some views of the city that I saw on
postcards. I wanted to make some
with my own camera from the same
location, and. showing the pictures
to our chauffeur, I asked him if he
knew the spot from which the views
were made, and immediately he said:
“From the tomb of Virgil." And so
here was the old Roman poet that
lived at the time of Homer and
whose writings every Latin scholar
in our American high schools and
colleges has to read because it is the
best literature ever written in that
language. To think that a hundred
years before Christ this man Virgil
wrote so well that in all generations
that have followed, no man has suc
ceeded in writing anything better or
anything that approaches his style
and phrasing, so that our high
schools, colleges and universities to
day still stick to Virgil as a classic.
Interesting indeed was this spot,
unheralded by guides and guide
books, the bones and the tomb no
longer of Interest to our hurrying
tourist, and yet the man lived today
in every school in the United States
inidd.e of the altar. The door of the > something like this;
“See Naples, and had accomplished in his short
tabernacle Is richly carved, being the and then die/. which jndicated that span of life something that it is given
work of a Portland wood carver. The there was nothing more to see. to few men to accomplish—everlast
tabernacle is a gift to the parish from . There is a better way. I find, and ing fame. 1 learned that the hones
the cathedral ward of the Confrater- 1 ,hat js t0 see Naples and then go were no longer there, although they
nity of the Blessed Sacrament. A back and see it again. Naples and had lain In this quiet tomb in the
new sanctus bell will be blessed and, Cairo were so interesting last year mountainside for eleven centuries.
used for the first time, also a silver jn the circle of the world, that I am And here the interesting chase for
chalice spoon, both from Gorham Co..' here again for eight or ten weeks and tbe bones of Virgil began.
New York. A new set of eucharistic prepared to see the city as It
ould
We made straight for the library in
vestments with chalice veil and burse be seen, and that is on shoe leather, the Palace here and there found a
to match will be blessed. They are[ In a day or two you can motor book written 27 years ago by an
of white silk embroidered with the around and have the churches and Englishman named Norway. In it
Agnus Dei and lined with old rose cathedrals and castles pointed out he relates a tale about the matter,
silk.
| to you. by a talkative guide who gives which gave us a clue. Here is the
The Christmas crib will be erected dates and figures that are soon for- tale: “In the reign of Roger, King of
near the font at the entrance of the gotten. But to get out afoot and mix Sicily, a certain scholar who had
church. It consists of statues of the . with the people and walk with them, wandered far in quest of learning,
holy family and the shepherds. They and live and shop and talk to them came into the royal presence with a
are from the studio of Robert Roh- and wander flic streets and byways petition. The king, who found him
bins of New York City, who has re as one of them—that is the real way wise and grave, took pleasure in his
cently done the altar in St. Michael’s to see and to know Naples. And it conversation and was willing to
chapel. All Saints Cathedral, Albany, is well worth the trouble. More grant him his wish;—and the wish
N. Y. He is also doing the statuary, worth it than probably any other city was that he might have the bones of
for the high altar in the same cathe- In the world. For you arc back here Virgil, wheresoever he might find
drai. The figures of the crib are of "'ith the old Roman emperors who them in the realm of ■Sicily. It was
the most artistic merit.
i made everlasting history. Back here even then long since forgotten in
The public are welcome at the mid- Ito the days when the Mediterranean what spot the body of the great poet
night eucharist. The church will be was thought to be the center of the had been laid and it seemed to the
open all day Christmas and visitors dat world that v.as bounded by the king little likely that ithls stranger
,may visit the crib at their con- i countries that border the Mediter- from the North would be able to dis
cover what had remained so long
venience. At 4 p. m. the children of ranean shores
Mediterranean means the middle of hidden from the Neopolitans. So the
St. Peter's will be taken on a Journey
the "Terra" — and that may he a king gave consent ... the scholar
to the crib.
Mr. Kenyon will also conduct a serv poor translation to Latin scholars, searched and dug and at last broke
ice at 7.30 in the evening at St. John but it is near enough to give you an into the center of a mountain, and
the Baptist Church, Thomaston. idea of why and how it came hy the there lay the body of the mighty poet,
There will be special choral music by name. The sea is bounded by Africa unchanged and calm as if he slept.
from Morocco to Egypt; Spain,
• • • •
the choir.
France, Italy. Greece. Albania. Syria
•Full 11 centuries he had remained
(where the Phoenicians lived), the silently in a rest unbroken by the
There’s a song in the air.
Holy Land. Arabia, and maybe some long resounding tread of barbarous
, There's a star in the sky.
others. But the idea is that the armies from the North. Here were
There's a mother’s deep prayer,
Egyptians roamed around here in the lips which had spoken to Au
And a baby’s low cry:
And the star rains its Are.
these parts 5000 years ago; the Phoe gustus and the cheek which Horace
While the Beautiful sing.
nicians about 3000 years ago; the kissed. This scholar would have
For the manger of Bethlehem
Moorish tribes without a record, the done well had he sealed the tomb
Cradles a King.
Greeks 2000 years ago and the Ro again and left it undisturbed. For
There’s a tumult of joy
mans the same.
the right to remove the bones was
O’er the wonderful birth,
Sequence—Rejoice Greatly ..................- .Smith
And note right here that Columbus now refused him by the king. He
For tlie Virgin’s sweet boy
(tloria Tibi ................................. Missa Marialis
mf
Is
the
Lord
of
the
earth.
discovered America in 1492—and that claimed tlie books on which the head
Hyntn—Of the Father’s Love Begotten. 12th
At Methodist Episcopal
And the star rains its Are.
century plain song ............................................
is 435 years ago. We in Rockland. was propped, which were given him,
While the Beautiful sing,
At the Methodist Bpiseopail Church, Offertory anthem—-Sing, 0 Heavens .. Claire
Thomaston and on Matinicus are not but the bones were taken for greater
For the manger of Bethlehem
Rev. John Dunstan, pastor, the vested Comfortable Words .................... .... Merbecke
Cradles a King.
even 500 years old yet.
,
.
. ... Sursum Coda ............................. Missa 'Marialis .
safety to the Castle dell Ovo, where
choir under the direction or Miss Benedlctus ................................... Missa Marialis ,
So you get an idea when you look they lay behind an iron grating, and
In the light of that star
Marianne Crockett will sing two Our Father................................... Missa Marialis |
around what the meaning of time is. were shown to anyone who desired
Lie tlie ageo itupearled,
anth. ms. "It Is the Blessed Morn" hy
beiEx;.c:sis'
IL'it. kl!»“ j
And that song from afar,
and how much of it there is, and you to sec them, but if they were dis
Has
swept
over
the
world
;
Bartlett, incidental soprano solos by xUnc Dimittis-Angel lean Chant .... Bamb.v
wonder why some people run around turbed at any time, the air would
Ev
’
ry
heart
is
aflame
M>s Ruth Kester: ar.d “In the Be- Recessional—Calm on the Listening Ea- of
in circles seeming to carry th- darken suddenly, high gusts of storm
While the Beautiful sing.
ginning Was tl,e Ward" hy Thorne. I ‘'2®ht ''................... ........................ Dylios
In the homes of the nations,
worries of the world and will run would roar around the battlements of
Miss Koster will also sing a solo.1 Organist, Mrs. Alexander Browne; .
That Jesus is King.
their flivver from Rockland to Cam the castle, and the sea beating
"The Birthday of the King” by Neid- P^nist. Mrs. Gertrude S. Parker; vio-,
den at 45 miles an hour, and then tit heavily about the rocks would rage as
We rejoice in the light
linger, and Robert Gregory will do linlst' Miss Grace Armstrong. The
And we echo the song
down and do nothing after they get tf demanding vengeance for the in
That comes down thro’ the night
the solo “O Holy Night, Cantique de cboir which Ls one of the largest in
there.
sult."
From
the
heav
’
nly
thong.
the history of the church is composed,
. « . .
Noel" by Adt-tm.
Aye. we shout to the lovely
So here was my cue. To the Castle
In the evening at 7.15 John Me- of the flawing members: Helen
Evangel they Iwing,
There are few motor cars hare dell Ovo. For two weeks I have
And we greet in His cradle
Innis, the church organist, wll give
Marian Teel. Ruth Teel. Vora
There are over a million people, hut looked at an old castle on a jutting
Our Saviour and King.
a half hour recital and the remainder ^*ye’ Bvelyn Niles, Jennie Oliver,
—J. G. Holland.
not as many motor ta'S as there are ledge of rock extending out from the
of the service will be chiefly music Margaret, Mary and Ellen Buttomer,
in Bangor. They walk here, and “ea wall, within a thousand feet of
by the choir and soloists, Miss Ade- Margaret Allen, Mary Dinsmore,
they enjoy it, ar.d they are stronger this hotel. To me it was Just a pile
A NEW METHOD
and healthier for it. A man here of old rocks, built by some old em
Mayor Libby of Waterville Asks If doesn't think l.e has tri ride six peror, ard proliably had a history,
He Shall Be Candidate For Gov blocks to business in a motor car and hut I did not care enough about it
then allow the car to stand tr. tilt, to bother to investigate. And lo,
ernor.
stree all day until he rides home for here, within a thousand feet of me
Prof. Herbert C. Libby, mayor of dlnner- These Pe"I’,e wou,(l Glink were the bones of Virgil, locked in a
Waterville and a member of the fac- such a man sho"ed lac\of balanee cell for safe keeping, forgotten by
ulty of Colby College, hart addressed
A.s far the beauty of the city, you everyone, passed unnoticed by the
a letter to ma ry citizens in various ’
dPli’'ribe >t- However, let us tourist and the guides—and lie, one
sections of the State asking whether
a ml"tatUr®, NlipleS °U‘ °f of the greatest Romans of them all.
A"d so, out to the castle, and then
in their opinion it would be advisable R-eklsnd^ We w.ll start at Owl s
for him to become a candidate for the ”ead aad 1,111 d a aea wa” 311 fte.et to announce my find. But tilings had
/s
high, of granite, right around the happened since the King of Sicily had
Republican nomination for Governor
.. ,
... 4
,
......
| line ot low tide to the Samoset Hotel a Duke run the Kingdom of Naples
at the June primaries.
........
, .. .
.. .'lake away every building and struc- for him—quite some time ago, you
In lus letter Mayor Libby -says that ture Qf
k;n(, A
wa„
may believe—and during the last
he does no. wish to announce his can- wp w||, buUd sfdcwalk of Ane pave. g-eat war this castle had been used
daey unless ne can feel reasonably mgnt wjde enough f(jr j, men t(> wa,R as a barracks for troops and is still
sure that he would appeal to the abreas( Bui](J
ba|UHtrade f()Ur feet used for that purpose—and no one
rank and hie of the voters as a dcs.r- hj h and twQ fpe, thirk L, „t ,t up connected there knows or has ever
able candidate. He asks that answer wjth e,ectrlc
every 5„ feet but heard whatever btcame of the bones
he returned hy Dee. 24.
His letter no wires
of Virgil.
follows:
I jjow build a street wide enough
And to you High School and latin
"I have been urged by a great many for „ automohile8 to run abreast, scholars in Rockland now reading
people from all parts of Maine to offer anfj pave jt with a fine, hard ,Uuff Virgil. Cicero, or Horace, I may tell
myself as a candidate for Crovemor in coiorecj substance that is smooth as you that these men all lived at the
the June primaries They seem to soapstone and shines like plate time of Julius Caesar, that Virgil was
think that my long record as a teach- glass. There shall be no trucks or born in the year 70 B. C. and died in
er in Colby and my record as mayor trolleys, or freight cartage of any 19 B. C. at 51 years of age; that ho
df Waterville for the past two years kind on this street. Nbw along this was a farm boy, that he was modest:
are in themselves sufficient guarajn- street build five miles of concrete a noble character, believed in friends
tee of my fitness for the higher office, hotels, apartments and consulates, and trusted them and would share
Naturally 1 do not wish to announce but no building to be over six stories all he had with them; that he was a
my candidacy unless I can feel rea- high to spoil the sky line. Each vvin- Greek scholar as well as a Latin
sonably sure that I would appeal to dow will have its own balcony look- scholar and that he had written noth
the rank and file of the voters of the ing out across the street and the bay, ing until after 25 years of age. That
State as a desirable candidate.
and all windows will be French win- he was worshipped by the Romans
“This letter is sent to you with the dows, with high swinging doors. of his day as a Saint, and that his
very earnest request that you give me Tint the buildings with shades of Iliad was sacred to them and was
your candid opinion on the matter and rose, buff and slate and light green. looked upon as a holy hook; that he
if possible, the opinion of your friends. Stand in one of the windows in the led a pure, blameless life, above criti
I shall value your advice highly. It bright Italian sunshine—you will not cism of any kind and that is probably
would please me if I might hear fram need a hat or top coat, even—and the reason that Dante wrote of him
131-tf
you by Dec. 24.
look out across the bay, and right at years later as he did, after Dante
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TOO MANY KNIVES
-----President Coolidge Has All the Whittling Equipment He Neds.

be considering was that of whittlil
Consequently he was receiving gi
of jackknives and he wants it knov
that he has not done a«y whlMli
for several years and does not lnt<
to devote much time to that diversi
It is the President's hope that
constant flow ot knives will cease,
thinks he ls obtaining jackknit
under false pretenses.

President Coolidge told callers
Thursday that he had received a sur
plus of jackknives from admirers who
seemed under the impression that
when ne ceased to ue i-reeicent he
would devote his time to whittling.
Use Hardesty Peerless Flour 11
The President let it be know:, that erally and cut down food bills.—
he would not consider any ipost124-S-tf
Presidential vocation while in office.
MF MF
He amplified this by saying that
For Christmas give Victor record
among other Jobs he was reported to Maine Music Co.
152-1
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Yuletide Greetings
1927-1928
May Christmas with its hallowed memo

\

ries of other years be for you and yours a
//

time of joy and gladness and may the
New Year bring you abundant successes
until it is richer, brighter and better than

all the years that have gone before.

North National Bank
Rockland. Maine
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ALL
MEMBERS OF
OUR 1928
CHRISTMAS
CLUB

4Kis charminq Christmas Transparency for
qour window — Call and qel qours todaj^-

The Good Will
Of our patrons and friends is one of our

most valuable assets. The spirit of the sea
son brings to us renewed appreciation of
old associates and of the value of new

friends. May your Christmas be happy and

success attend your New Year, is the cor
dial wish of

Security Trust Co.
RESOURCES OVER $4,700,000.00

Rockland
Camden
Union
Rockport
i Warren

Vinalhaven
ss

SECURITY TRUST* COMPANY
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